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ONTREAL MEDICAL JOURNA
VOL. XXXVIII. JUNE, 1909. No 6

A LECTURE ON LIFE." .

J. G. ADAmi, M.D.

To all of us mortals presents itself the question, why are we?-what
is the meaning 'of this state of living ?-what is life ?-to ione more

often than to the physician. His duty it is to tend the lanp of life. Time
and again, as day follows after day, he sees it bumrning low; now in danger
of being blown out rudely by some all-unexpected gust; now guttering
down with weak and weaker flame, flaring up momentarily, but it may
be only momentarily, until the cold -blue flame, scarce giving light, ushers
in the darkness of death. His 'duty it is to keep the lamp alight and
burning brightly as long as possible--to prevent that darkness. Is it'.
surprising that he asks himself, again and again, what is life?-what is
this flame to which we minister?

Think of it! Think of the countless ages-for we cannot count them
-snce man first became capable of abstract thought, and :so became
truly man! Think of the generations that have come to life, have grown
up, and had their day, and passed! To each in turn this question, has'
presented itself-to each. And direct answer has been found by none of
all of them. And the generations. have consoled, themselves by the
thought that this infinite mystery of existence, abysmal, dark, is pur-
poseful; that it is the God who has created life, that Re knows, and
that suffices; He knows and we, His creatures; cannot attain unto HRis
knowledge. The generations have had those of robust mind, those whoni.
this philosophy did not wholly satisfy, those who have asked why this
should be. Solomon has succeeded Jo, ·Goethe bas followed Kit iar-
lowe, the author of the " City of Dreadful Night " has followed the au-'
thor of the "Rubaiyat," and Herbert Spencer",Lucretius; but,no one.
has lifted the veil.

To-night I wish to range myself anew among:he enquirers. I would
not say we can lift the veil, for in such iiqiiries, as i all other investi-

2 Delivered before the' McGill Medical Students' Society In 1905, and
redelivered by request' and with additions beforeé the 'Ottawa' Valley McGill
Graduates' Association in March, 1909.



360 ADAMI-A LECTURE ON LIFE.

gations into nature, we eau reach but to a certain point. It seems to me,
however, that it is possible to penetrate further into the mystery now
than ever in the past ages. I hold it right also that, being endowed with
minds, we should strive to understand all'that we canm egarding that
which is of so deep importance. Ail the same, it is with no littie hesita-'
tiou that I have determined to make this the subject of Iy talk to you
this evening, and that because, however much we may desire to treat
purely -the scientific aspect of the subject, religion and the views we have
imbibed from earliest childhood inevitably obtrude. It is not given to
the majority, as it ws to Darwin and to Pasteur, to separate in ail
humility their scientifie from their religious lives and thoughts.

I can recall an open air déjeune à la fourchette in a little Parisian
courtVard over on the ' rive gauche,' the sun glinting through the trees
upon the napery and glassware of the table: a luncheon with Emile
Roux, the great pupil of the great master. The conversation hàd turned
upon Pasteur and his modes of work and habits of thought. That hap-
pened close upon a score of ycars ago, but I reniember it as though it
were yesterday. And Roux then traced what long years of intimate fel-
lowship had taught him wore the mainsprings of the great master's
activities. He spoke of his sincerity, his earnestness, the deep-seated
religiousness of his character, his attachment to the Church, and the
beautiful faith which dominated the family life. It was a revelation to
me, and I said as much. "No," said Roux, "M. Pasteur never alludes
to these matters in his writings. He holds firmly that a man's faith and
his knowledge of science are two wholly different parts of his existence
which it is presumption on his part to try to harmonise. Humbly, and
not with pride should we regard our scientific knowledge and acumen.
The facts we have garnered are few compared with the väst, bulk of
hidden knowledge; tie deductions we draw from those facts are at the
most to be treated as working hypotheses, liable to be modified b u
ther accumulation of facts." I

We are, to' paraphirase Roux's words and employ Carlyle's simile, but
sticklebacks in a puddle.. What eau the stickleback in his insignificañt
pool know of the workings of the great universe? Faith is essential to,
and inherent in our human nature: it depends upon, and grows upon
that which is not demonstrable: the realm of the spirit is apart finom the
realm of science. To presume therefore, with this imperfect knowledge,
to test and criticise revealed religion, or upon it to build up our faith is
absurd. . Keep therefore the two apart; strive ever to gain a deeper in-
sight into the truths of the natural world, and at the same time, nourish
what is spiritual within us: but do not waste time and energy in attempt-
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ing to harmonize things.whieh can only be harmonized when ail is open
.and all is known.

Now I am convinced that in this attitude" of Pasteur there is.a pro-
found truth. The blatant infidelity of the present day i, itseems. to
me, founded upon this futile attempt-and inevitable.:failure-* to jharml
onize knowledge and faith-things which to-day 'cannot.be:discussed,
the one in terms of the other. Whether the attempt be made by. those
deeply religious, or the reverse, the result is almost equally disastrous.
At the most I would say that the studies of the individual worker upon
nature and natural phenomena must inevitably. influence the life, and,
through the life, the faith also of that individual. This, however, is one
thing. To go into the market-place-or magazine-and discourse dog-
matically concerning these matters is quite another.

Few, however, have attained unto this philosophy, sound though it be,
and thus it is with some temerity that to-night I take up this discussion
of life. Too few realise that religion is assuredly net bascd on matter, or
to put it in another. form, that all things have their spiiitual as well as,
their material aspect. Let me impress upon you that I have to deal
with the material aspect of life only, and that doing so, while acknow-
ledging its existence, I do net venture to discuss the spiritual aspect:.
that thus I do not corne before you as. a materialist, and if to some w*ho
'have not reached thus far, if te those iho cannot dissociate the spiritual
from the material ' living mattor, it may seem almost impious to probe
into the constitution of living matter, let me' reassure them. In the old
days it was accountèd to Galilco as an offence against religion that- he
should demonstrate that the earth was. not. the.centre o'f th6'unierse;.
that the sun did net travel round it, but it round the sun. e ail now
.accept Galileo's teaching, and our religion' is in no-hit*eakened thereby,
Less than 'a century ago our forefathers regardéd as hèreties tho M o
logists who tauglit that fosils were the remains of living beings,.and that'
therefore the earth's age, instead of being an odd six thóusand 'years, as
.Archbishop Ussher and'others had comiputed, mnust be some hundieds oft
thousands of years, if not millions. ' Everyone. now-a-days Iaccepts' the.
,geologist's evidence without thereby being accounted an enemhy otAe
vealed religion. Fear net, therefore. True religion is unaffécted byr
results of research upon natural phenomena.

Se now te come to my subject-.What is life? This iin the fiïst place
is to be noted, that if we analyse what we recognize as living matter, or,
more accurately, matter that had been endowed .with life, whether we,
take the most minute vegetable.or the largest animal-from one end ,of,
the scale to the other-from the simplest te the most complex, we gain-
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one particular order of substances as the result 'of our analis-a r
only found in nature in connection with matter that has been hymg
and these substances we speak of as proteids, or proteins. Save for
water and certain very simple salts of sodiumin'and potassium Itese p-
teins are the only bodies common to -al forms of mattit that haie been
endowed. with life. There are plenty of other 'substancs ýý hi .we .ay
gain- from certain orders' of living matter-chlorophyll; ëtarches, fa,
and: so on,' but these are not universally distributed> The ,proteins are
the one' order of substances derivable frorm alp animate bodies. We .may
express this in another way by saying that life -is .immediately associated
with the presence of 'proteins. ' This, however, is not absolutely correct;
we are not convinced that the proteins as such are actually present in
living matter-in faet when we isolate these proteins they do not' exhibit
the properties which we associate with life: they cannot move, they
cannot grow, they are insensitive to stimuli. We only know that dead
organic matter yields proteins.' it is more correct to say that life is
associated with the presence of proteidogenous matter-of muatter whiclh
in dying, as again in certain of its activities while living, yields proteins.

But so universal, so' essential is this association, that clearly the first
step to a comprehension of living matter must be gained through, a study
of these proteins and their properties, or to repeat, the, phenomena of
living are clearly bound up with the processes of association and dis-
sociation of bodies of this particular order. For more than fifty years
the physiological chemists have been working at the problem of the
constitution of thése proteins. At first the problem seemed hopeless. It
was found thàt 'they were formed of carbon, hydrogen, oxygen, nitrogen,
sulphur, but the formula of constitution was something appaling.'
Common salt; Na. CI., for example, consists of one atom of chlorine I.)
joined to one atoin of sodium (Na.). But in these proteins the anount
of sulphur to be :obtained is so minute compared with aniount' of thc
other constitients that obviously the molecules are of ,enormous- size.
Take, for' 'example, one of the proteins which- since it; eau beo btained
in a crystalline form;- must be regarded as among the less (omplox
namely hemoglobin, the protein which gives the red colour o the .or-
puscles of thé blood. Its molecular composition is somewher e in the
neighbourhood of

712 11302 214 245e 1 2.

The molecular weight of water, formed of two parts of hydrogen to one
of oxygen, is 16, the average molecular weight of the proteins has been

1 Carbon. 2 Hydrogen. 3 Nitrogen. ' Oxygen. 'Iron. 6 Sulphur.
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estimated at 15,000, or, otherwise, this molecule is about 1,000 ti es
wieighty as, is the m'olecule of water.. sa, -in the eighbourhood of
these figures, for no two samples yield identically the same results. t
seemed impossible to think of building up experimentâlly such hugely
complex bodies.,

Next it was found that these molecules are, as I may express it, con-
glomnerates. Hemoglobin, for example, can be aplit up into a iron con-
taining protein, hoematin, and an iron-free;, globulin; "and in the Seven-
tics and Eighties a material advance was, 'made in the study of the pro-
ducts of splitting up the molecules by .the action of acids and of the
digestive ferments. The peptones and albumoses so, obtâined were fou.d
to be less complex. lu the Nineties Kossel discovered a group of pro.
teins, the simplest so far. obtained-namely .the protones-bodies :allied
to the peptones, whose molecules are much simpler.Thús Sturin ob
tained from the sturgeon is

c <iî".oÇ~
36 69 19 7

Only yesterday ny colleague Prqfcssor R1tt ali 1, o m die a fat formed
from cthe hydrocarbon C H06 which he had built up in the laboratory; so,
here it will be seen that we are within the linits' of possible synthesis.
Kossel showed that these can be broken down into yet simpler bodies
of the amino-acid group, lHisLiclin, Arginin and Lysin, 0. I 9 N, 0.,
etc. In fact, the researches of Ourtius, Hofmeister and Emil Fischer
bave demonstrated that the proteins in general are composed of these
amino-acids-that they are 'compound molecules composed of these
amino-acids joined in series. I do not wish to enter too deeply into :what
is a difficult subject to grasp. I will only say that the amino-acids-,aie
compounds of carbon, hydrogen, nitrogen and oxygen that have the.
structure.offatty acids,-bodies of the butyrié and acetic acid group-
to which nitrogen-containing amine molecules . (of NH.). have
become linked; giving them the remarkable property of being at the
same time basic as well as aeid, so that they can enter into combination
at one. and the same timue with acids and bases. ilt is. this pàticula*r'
property that would seem to be at the bottom of their striking character-
istic of forming huge compound molecules. Thus, suppose we regard
them. as lricks, having at one end an acid affinity which will. attract and
attach a basic body, and at the other a basic affinity which will attracet
and combine with an acid body, it will be seen how thereby it is possible
to build compoundmolecules formed of long chains òi these am'ino-acids.
And proteins are bodies of this nature.

This is no longer a matter of theory. The long-continued studies of
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the great'German chemistEmil Fischer have in the last few years been
crownel with brilliant success. Briefly, he has not only isolated a long-
series of these amino-acids, but following Curtius, has bSen able to
synthesize tlhem, that is,"to make them in the laboratory from simpler
substances; but also, having done this, he has succeeded in linking them
together in serics. In one case he linked together as many as eighteen
amino-acid radicles. These polypeptides as he has termei thema, in ap-
-pearance, reactions, (such as the characteristic Biuret reaction, which
-we use commonly to detect the prosence of proteins) and in behaviour
towards acids and alkalies, so closely resemble the true peptones that, to
quote Fischer, they must be regarded as their nearest relatives. And
Fischer has gone further than this. In the Faraday lecture delivered by
him in London in' 1907, he announced that one of the bodies artificially
built up by him (1. leucyl- trigycyl- 2. tyrosin) lias all the properties of
the albumoses-of certain simpler proteins which we gain by the peptic
and tryptic digestion of muscle.

S ROSI CW

Thus at last-'Oere' hias btnacobi h éh building« up 'of theùse'
specific organice substaces .vhich>in'nature are found solely'in the out-
come oflife,---nay, more, fornii the, material basis for the manifestation
of Mie. . It'is, the lmost notabl .e achiev'ement'of the new century.

Here'let màe agan emphasizethie.fact th'at these proteins which thus.
we .are now in a posi-tiori to build ýup, or-if ygui l1ike the terni, manufacture
in. the chemical laboratöryarelinert blodies--they are not living as we
understand -the term-the living mattei, is.not -proteid, bu t proteidlogen-.
ous. Can we-formn a chemical -or physical conception.of the difference
between the twoP between living and de ad .'organic 'matter?-

" Heré is a'fact, the meaning'of which'-is · fàr-reaching significane
"I show you' two tubes. -Each contains. a sniall quantity of 'a -white
"powder-about hal a teaspoonful. Each powder consistsof -the same
plements, oxygen, hydrogen, nitrogen and carbon. One is practically
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"harmless; the other contains within it the power of death to a thousand
"men. The one is quinine; the other aconitia-the alkaloid which nakes
" so deadly the plant whose Dlower our ancestors called, monkshood, in
" the far-off days when the original was often before their eyes. It is
" an almost startling fact that in this minute quantity of powder, hardly
".visible to those at a distance, there is such a potentiality of death.
k' Picture to yourselves a thousand men. That which is in this tube
"would end the life of every one of them. Here is a latent power beside

which the lightning flash is feeble, and to which the earthquake night
"give place, as far as the comparison depends on·-lethal certainty.

"But the resemblance in the aspect of these two substances is not all.
"As I said, each consists of the same elements-cach is made up of
" carbon, nitrogen, oxygen and hydrogen. Each consists of the elements
"which compose air and water, with carbon added. Why is one almost
"harmIless and the other a most deadly poison? I might ask the question
" regarding many other substances composed of the same elements, but
" between these two the resemblance is strikingly close. The answer to
.ecmy question may be given, 'It depends upon the chemical constitu-

tion.' True, but this takes us a very little way. When we discern that
the difference depends upon the way in which the elements are arranged

"in molecules, and the molecules are grouped together, we are not much
"nearer an explanation. We see a little more, however, when we realize
"that chemical constitution means that energy is held 'latent' (as it is
"said), ready to be released when the elements form simpler, closer
" compounds. All vital function of the body depends on a like simpler;,'
"closer union - of the elerenits which. make up complec organic 'com-'

pounds. As far as we can see, all the energy which is released in tke
" animal body, is released in consequence ôf chemical action under the
"'mysterious inflence of life. Where such closer union of the elements,
" and such release of latent energy are going on, the process may be
"' changed entirely by the contact of molecules of allied constitution, with
"latent energy on the point of release, so held as to blend with that
" which is being set free in the living tissue. Blending with this, it may
" augment or oppose. Remember that difference in chemical constitution
"cmeans 'difference in the readiness with which the elements separate and
"reunite and release their energy. Remember also that irinute differ-
c ences in constitution enable these chemical compounds then to blend
" with the vital action in one structure, or to be absolutely inert. It
"must depend -on differences in the vital chemistry which underlies

function, although these differences which determine aflinity. or indif-
X" ference we can discern only by the result.
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" Nerve force, as far as we can see, is the result of chemical change
" occurring under the influence of life in the molecules which compose
"nerve tissue. Chemical processes, the breaking up of complex com-
"pounds, and the formation of simpler compounds, with consequent re-
'lease of the energy held latent in the former, is the constant element

in the production and conduction of nerve impulses. Some chemical
" compounds may come into relation with the tissue in which the change
" is occurring without exerting the slightest influence upon it. But an-
" other substance may come even in amount inconceivably minute, whose
"nmolecules are so arranged as to fit, as it were, with the changing mole-
"cules of the living tissue. The energy the new molecules bear seems to
"blend with that which is in process of ordered release in the living
"tissue, and to blend so effectively as to derange it entirely. Such an
"influence as I have spoken of seems to be exerted widely in the case of
" aconitia. Its contact ivith some living nerve structures seems to be so
"instant and precise as to induce the production of an excess of energy,
"sweeping all before it; on others, to oppose the process, to induce a
"sudden stillness among the changing molecules, and to arrest all action.
"Among the nerves thus influenced may be those on which depend the
" action of the heart, and with a sudden spasm or a sudden stillness, the
"heart stops and life is ended."-

I have quoted these last three paragraphs from a clinical lecture de-
livered several years ago by Sir William Gowers. I have not
altered- his words; . they approach near enougi to what I wish
to impress upon you to serve my purpose. They lay down
in a striking manner that the sole 'difference , that we can de-
termine from a chemical point of view, between the living, palpitating
matter and protein, between " imperial CSsar " and his owrn dead " clay,"
is brought about by chemical combination; by the entrance of certain
molecules into combination with the living or biophoric molecules of
certain controlling cells of the organism, and forthwith, fron being active
and reactive, these become inert-dead-protein. That some similar
change takes place in connection with the death of the tissues in general
is indicated by the change in reaction when any cell passes from. the living
to the dead state. Living matter has a feebly alkaline reaction; with
the onset of death, the reaction becomes acid. Or, otherwise, in passing
from the relatively unstable proteidogenous to the dead, relatively stable
proteid state, the biophorie molecules either take up alkaline molecules
(or ions) from the surrounding cell sap, or give up acid ions to the sur-
rounding fluid; they surely undergo chemical change.

Now the very constitution of the protein molecules, as revealed to us

366
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by the researches of Hofmeister and Fischer, explain how this must be.
These amino-acid radicles whieh compose the protein molecule are all.
built up along the same lines. They have multiple affinities. Possibly
I here delve too deeply for some to follow me, but an elementary know-
ledge of chemistry and of chemical nomenclature is a part of modern
culture, and therefore I presume to venture, and the accompanying
diagrams may help to explain my meaning. From our knowledge of the
constitution of the protein molecule we may regard the biophorie or living
molecule as made up of a series of amino-acid radicles joined together
in ring form. Fischers studies have taught us the mode of junction of
these radicles; it is by the acid carboxyl (0 0) group of the one radicle
to the alkaline amine (N H) group of the other. To this extent the
radicles or nuclei are relatively firmly united. The other components
of the different amino-acids must then form free swinging or side chains,
and it is according to how these side chains are built up, that we obtain
the different nuclei, or amino-acid components. These are capable of
replacement and modification according to the ions' or compounds at-

,'tracted from the surrounding medium. They may be regarded as less
stable, able to be detached and replaced.

In discussing what life is, we may therefore,'lay down in the first place
that ail vital manifestations are manifestations of chemical change in
proteidogenous malter, are, in short, the outcome of arrangement of that
matter with the necessary LIBERATION or STORING UP of energy. To this
extent all vital phenomena resemble phenomena of surrounding inani-
mate nature;, they differ from those only in degree, not in kind. There
is not one vital activity which can be mentioned that demands for its
explanation something over and above chemical change;' and to this ex-
tent, inanimate and animate nature are one. There is, however, an ap-
parent, most important difference between the results of vital and non-,
vital phenomena. This has been well put by Earl. "' Every living or-

ganism may be regarded as a centre at which energy is being constantly
"tTansformed. It is by the nature of this transfórmation that we re-
" cognize it as a living organism. But," he continues, "the continuqus

operation of these transformations in the region of the organism is
" distinctive. In all exchanges of energy between inanimate bodies there

"is a speedy attainment of- equilibrium, whereas the o-ganism, so long
" as it lives, is incessantly disturbing the equilibrium which would other-
"wise arise between 'itself and its environment. In other words, living

'Even memory lias been explained by Hering and others 'as a reproduction
under particular stimuli of particular relationships between particular mole-
cules, so that now they set in order an identical series of reactions in the
cerebral cells.
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cc organisms are not ordinary conservative systems, and the extent to

which they diverge from the principle of the conservation of' energy
" is another indication to us that in the organism, we come in touch with.
" phénom-ena which are not yet, at all events, reduced to physical. laws."

.I wish to discuss how far this statement is true, for if true it imme-
diately delfines the difference between phenomena of animate and inani-
mate creation. It will be best, I think, to study the subject by analysing
that property of living matter which is the most evident outcome of the
incessant disturbance of equilibrium above mnentioned-I mean growth.

If we seek to test the relative importance of the various forms in which
vital activity manifests itself :-motion, sensation, assimilation, excre-
tion, reproduction, we are bound to see that one and all of these subserve
growth. If the individual moves, an ultimate analysis shows that the
primary object in motion is either to obtain more food, or more accr-
ately the prinary result of that movement is to approach and assimilate

foodstuffs, and that food obtained is of benefit, as it can be used for fur-
ther growth; or is to place itself at a greater distance from disintegrative
-forces. The saine is true also with regard to sensation. That is of
benefit primarily in order to acquaint the individual living unit with, on
the one hand its closeness to food stuffs, or on the other hand, with the
presence of physical or other agents deleterious to the organism. As-
similation and excretion are but the auxiliaries in the due utilization of
materials-which aid growth, and in removing from the organism all
materials whose continued presence would disturb the process. Growth
then, is the central or essential phenomenon of life, and to understand
life, it is necessary that one gains a clear idea of what is the essential
nature of this process of growth.

Let us then consider what growth means. It means quantitative increase
in the individual matter endowed with life, increase in the living sub-
stance. That individual may consist of a single cell, may be an almost in-
linitesimal micrococcus, for example, or, at the other pole, say in the ele-
phant or in the whale, may consist of a huge aggregate of. countless mil-
lions of cells, all associated and depending the one upon the other.
In this latter case it is the separate cells which, some or all of
them, increase in size, and with this, increase also in num-
ber. Each cell of such a multicellular organism is, we know,
derived from a primitive fertilised ovum by repeated division

Of the. original single cell; and in this process of division, there is a
partition of the bioplasm, of the vital matter. During the period of

most rapid growth, in the stage of development, this increase in size of
the individual cells and their multiplication is most rapid, and when we

368
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compare the adult with the ovum·from.'which it sprang, when we know
that in suitable environment, a single bacillus, for instance, dividing,
can, in twenty-four hours, give rise to hundreds and thousands, not to
sav millions of bacilli equal in size and identical in properties to the
original bacillus-one observer has estimated that-in the breeding of the
unicellular Rotifer, if all the possible progeny could be preserved. there
would in the course of a year be developed a mass of organic living
matter as large as this world of ours-we can have no doubt, not merely
that growth means a -heaping up, through the agency of the essential
vital portion of the protoplasm, of secondary substances, not in them-
selves living and vital, but that that living matter itself is marvelously
increased in amount. There is no other possibility open to us. But now,
can we picture to ourselves the nature of such increase in the vital sub-
stance, the actual bioplasm? I think we can, and that by the use of cur-
rent chemical conventions an'd symbols. The actual process must, I
admit, be vastly more complicated than the diagram we employ can re-
present. But that doesn't matter. If, by the use of a simple diagram,
we can depiet and can grasp the nature of the process, then we have
gained a great st-- dvance; only, while using such a simple diagram,
we must-remembier that it is' but a symbol, it is like using the symbol 'i
to represent that interminable fraetion 34159265.... etc.

Thus far I have pointed out that all vital processes are manifestations'
of energy, and that such manifestations of energy surely indlicate chem-
ical change. Thus the substance or bioplasm endowed with life may be

.regarded as a.single chemical substance, varying, it is true, in its pro-
perties in the differe-nt species and forms of living beings. If a chemnical
substance, then it is formed of molecules. I have already given yvou the
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conception of the structure of the biophore or molecule of living matter.
Let us reduce this to its simplest form-as' a' ring of carbon containing
nuclei built up after the type of a benzole ring, with which the chemiste
are familiar in the large group of benzene compounds. Each nucleus of
such a ring may, for our present purposes, be repreented by one of
the more complex amino compounds already referred to. Sucli nuclei
are polyvalent-they have, that is to say, multiple affinities which can be
satisfied by the attachment of other atoms as radicles. It will be seen
that ·to make ý a ring, two at least of the afflinities of each amini-acid
nucleus must be satisfied by junction with other nuclei, leaving, however.
other unsatisfied attachments. And it is in accordance with the way in
which these unsatisfied arms become satisfied-according to these side
chain combinations-that the different benzene derivatives are formed.

It is interesting to note that even among these relatively simple carbon
compounds-those familiar with chemistry will appreciate the virtue of
that term "relatively "-we find already that there is indication of se-
lective activity. I mean this, that once one of these bodies or derivatives
has been formed and becomes partially broken down, it is found more
easy to obtain new associations' after the original type rather than new
associations of a different order. Even among the simpler carbon com-
pounds we sce the faint origin of what, biologically, we speak of as habit.
The same is true of radicles in general. Once certain compounds are
formed, tbe adhesions or attacliments are more close, more fixed. • So
now to continue. Let us suppose this simple annule of living matter
with certain side chains already attached, floating about in a fluid
medium in which, through a concatenation of circumstances, various odd
ions are similarly floating free. The unsatisfied arns of the ring are
liable to be satisfied, that is, to attract and fix on certain other ions. 1All
that we have to do is to suppose this particular annule attaches to 'one
unsatisfied arm a floating ion of carbon, that this then so attaches itself
to other carbon ions until a second ring is formed in 'association with the'
first. Then this ring similarly attaches to itself side chains in the iden-
tical order seen in the first instance.

Now behold, there is built up a second annule of identical 'nature,"
which when once formed, may break loose. In place of one annule we
have two, and as the properties of any chemical compound depend upon
its composition,.the composition determining how, and how much, energy'
is liberated under certain conditions, so, gentlemen, if the composition
of the first annule, as we agreed, was such as to confer upon it the pro-
perties we term vital, the second annule will possess the identical pro'-

370
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perties. In place of one living inolecule, we have two; in short, we have
growth.

But stop, you will be saying. · By what earthly right do you assume
that chance ions floating in a fluid medium come to attach themselves
one to the other in due and regular order, so as to form a ring with side
chains identical with the original ring with its side chains, with which
the first of these wandering ions became connected? .You admit at the
start that this original ring and side chains are immensely complicated,
and that our diagram represents an absurdly simple case; how can you
have the face to make any such proposition?

Al I can say, gentlemen, in reply, is that I have precedent upon my
side. What happens in crystallization? You have a watery solution, say
of common salt. You now know that though you place solid sodium
chloride, a definite chemical compound, into that water, in the very act
of solution, the ions of chlorine now dissociate themselves from the ions
of sodium. Molecules of Na.Cl. break up, they are no longer there as
such. You now cause this solution to evaporate and become concentrated;
whait happens?· As the water volatizes do the ions of the gas chlorine
escape into the air, leaving the heavier sodium ions behind? Not a bit of
it. Inevitably when the concentration reaches a certain point, some ions of
the sodium, aided by some sharp point or inequality in the surface of the
vessel, once more join themselves each to an ion of chlorine, and the
process of crystallization begins. The very existence of one crystal clearly
seems to cause other junctions to occur in its neighbourhood, and just
tihat one particular series of junctions necessary to form sodium chloride,
so that, although there may be present in the solution various other sub-
stances, various other ions, yet they are not attracted, they remain still
in solution to a very great extent; we gain pure, or almost pure crystals
of the one substance. Here we have a process of the very saine order to
that which I contemplated above, a process of definite, inevitable or se-
lective attachment of ions in a certain order, given certain definite con-
ditions. Certain particular ions unite and build up the molecules and
crystals of one particular inevitable form, of one particular composition.

Here again the example is very simple; I might, it is true, have men-
tioned solutions of salts of a more complicated nature, but again I hold
that the simplest case is good enough, nay, is best, upon which to base
my contention, which is that we have to -recognize the existence of this
affinity or attraction, or whatever you.please to call it, whereby certain
freely floating ions, and combinations of ions under certain
definite conditions, tend to attach themselves one to the other
in a definite order, to form bodies of a definite composi-
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tion. And, gentlemen, in this connection, is it not, to say.
the least, suggestive, that a fluid menstrum is essential for vital pro-
cesses? Such fluid menstrum, we now know, is essential for the breaking
up of salts into their constituent ions, so as to bring about the formation
of new combinations, and that in the absence of great heat. Is it
not suggestive, that we, for example, are over seventy per cent. water;
that the actively functioning, as apart from the inert tissues, contain
still greater proportions-and the same is true throughout living nature;
that we have in the living cell just those conditions favouring alternate
jonization and crystallization of the contained molecules, and that the
dominant and characteristic element present in the living matter is one
which we find relatively wanting in this earth of ours, save in connection
with living matter, or matter like coal, which has been alive; and that
element, carbon, is,. nlike the majority, tetravalent, and therefore so
peculiarly liabde to fon extensive and complicated attachments.: It
would almost seem as though all the carbon present on the surface of
the earth inevitably becomes utilised to form. and to give rise to living
matter. 'he sanie is largely true, too, as regards the nitrogen.

In short, gentlemen, were I a Frenchnan, I would say:--La vie c'est
la cystallisation. Life is the by-play of carbon-nitrogen coipounds
now breaking up and liberating energy, now attaching to thxemselves
other ions, and so storing up energy, deduplicating theniselves, and
undergoing growth, or· as I have expressed it elsewhere, life is to be
iregarded as a state of persistent and incomplete recurrent satisfaction
and dissatisfaction of certain proteidogenous molecules.

If we accept this view, and the more I ponder over it, the more con-
vinced am I that it is along the right lnes, where is the wide difference
I quoted to you as being observed between animate and inanimate nature?
Where is that violent, not to say indecent assault upon the otherwise
universal and ever to be respected principle of the conservation of en'ergy?
Life and growth come under the category of chemical processes such as
we are familiar with. Al that we have to recognize as separating what,
we term animate from what we term inanimate nature is that, from the
intimate constitution of carbon, it is able to form combinations of a
marvellous complexity-unsatisflcid conpounds which, therefore, are in
a state of unstable equilibrium, which easily break off certain side chains
already attached, thereby giving off energy, which as, easily, under cer-
tain conditions of environmnent, attach other side chains to them in de-
finite order, thereby storing up energy and undergoing growth.

I would dwell for a moment upon this point made by Earl, and ai-
ready referred to, namely, the remarkable condition of persistent, un-
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stable equilibrium of living, as distinguished from non-li ing matter.
The distinction, I would say, not se absolute as he lays dowL.- Once
more, it is a matter of degree. Non-living matter is only 'i a condition
of relatively stable equilibriun.' Our earth, for instance, taken as a;
unit. is only relatively stable. ·If astronomy teaches anything, it is that
each planet, each sun, each solar system, has its periods; that each- h-
gins in a gaseous state, a state of enormous instability, enormous libera-
tion of energy; that from the nebulous stage, as a result of the mutual
attraction and combination of its eleients, it undergoes a stage whiclh is
strictly éoimparable to that of growth and then settles down into partially
-and only partially-independent systems, with a certain storage, and
a certain dispersal of energy. But our carth, for instance, is subject to
progressive change, and is far from being eternal. Sooner or later in
the oons that are to come, our sun will become exhausted as an energy
distributing centre; the system will be dead. Sooner or later in mons
far, far distant, the attraction ever present between planet and sun, and
sun and other suns of yet greater systems, will draw planet unto sun,
and sun unto other suns, and w-ith e act, so colossal will be the force
exerted, the force of impact, that what is now solid and fixed will once
more be dissipated; the equilibrium is but temporary, the return to the
nebulous stage ineyitable.

But true it is, all the same, that the equilibrium of living niatter is
most markedly unstable, and this instability is essential for active dy-
namie ife. We are never satisfied. Render the living molecule a satis-'
fied body, with all its side chains complebe, and unable to make attach-
ments with other ions, so that no further interactions are possible be-
tween the molecular system and its environ-ment, and it must come to
'rest, and function be at a standstill, all indications of life ceasing. It
is quite possible that, as Gowers indicates, certain poisons act, and
thereby induce death, by combiningwith the molecules of certain all-
important centres in such a way as to satisfy those molecules, and so
arrest function and further activity. Other poisons and physical agents
may likewise cause death by the contrary process of decomposing and
breaking down the molecules, wyhereby they become so gravely disorigan-
ized as to be unable to continue the progressive series of attachments and
of liberation of side chains which are the underlying features of the
vital process.

I could expand this conception, and dilate for long upon its many
bearings. Once we accept this chemical theory of growth, if I may so
term it, it is wonderful how it illuminates and harmonizes a whole host
of phenomena regarding which there are hosts of theories, having this
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in common, that they do not adequately explain. I could spend some

hours of your time applying this conception to the subjects of evolution,
of descent, and of inheritance, the inheritance ,or non-inheritance of
acquired properties, the inheritance of disease, the immunity from dis-

ease, and so on. But I will desist; it may seem to you. that I have' al-
ready gone too far. But in defence of myself, I am prompted to quote
somne words of the good old Stephen Hales, Vicar of Leddington, near
London, in the reign of George I., who was the founder of modem exact
physiology, based upon accurate measurements, and quantitative rather
than qualitative studies. " In natural philosophy," he says, " we cannot
depend on any mere speculations of the mind; we can 'only, with ithe
mathematicians, reason with any tolerable certainty from proper data
such as arise from the united testimony of many good and credible ex-'
periments.

"Yet it seems not' unreasonable, on the other hand, though not far to
indulge, yet to carry our reasoning a little further than the plain
evidence of experiments will warrant; since at the utnost boundaries of'
those things which we clearly know, there is a kind of twilight cast from
what we know on the adjoining borders of terra incognita It Soms
therefore reasonable to indulge conjecture there; otherwise we should
make very slow advance in future discoveries. either by experiments or
reasoning."

I'have, it may be, condueted you to this twilight, land on the border
of terra incognita. 1 shall be satisfied if I have sei you thinking; if J
have indicated to you, -though vaguely, that life is not a thing peculiar
and apart: that it is a portion of a.larger whole; that aninate Ënd in-
animate nature conformi to the saie laws, the same principles of chem-
ical associaion and dissociation. Vaguely, but no less. surely, we find
the same laws. at work throughout nature ii all its aspects. The pro-
cesses whieh determine the structureofe atom, determine the pro-
perties of al] aggregations .of atoma; w s the mighty su, rule.
also the less than visible microbe.
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G.., EÂMaTBOG,: M.D.',. k,

One of thé interesting questions i Medicine to- day is the naturè of
radium and its therapeutic value in Medicine' 'and, Surgery. It is,
indeed, a subject in which Canadians 'shouki be especially interested and
in :which they might be pardoned for taking a reasonable pride. AI-
thougli radium was not discovered in Canada, we have' with us this
evening Professor Cox. who discovered iRutherford, and mucl of the
knowledge of the world to-day was worked out by hiim in McGill Uni-
versity. in this work he vas ably aided and encouraged by Dr. Eve,.
himself an. authority on radium of international reputation, who also
honours us with -his presence.

It-is.not strange that there should have been a readiness to investigate
the therapeutic value of tliis remarkable substance that spontaneously
generates heat, light and electricity, and to determine if these remark-
able powers could not be used for the relief of human ills, and, perchance,
to overcome diséases hitherto beyond our control.

It was with the' object of learning what had been accomplished in this
direction-that I visitéd Paris in' the early part of last month, that I
might sec for myself what sucess had been attained in the use of radium
as a therapeutic agent àt the 'Radium Institute in tivat city.

Thc Institute has been organized andis under the direction of Dr.
Louis Wicklam, physician to the .Saint-Lazare, and chief of the
elinique at l'hopitaI Saint-Louis, and Dr'. Degrais Chief of the labora
tory at li'hopital Saint-Louis.

Dr. Wickham and his associate impressed nie as mnen vho Were
thoroughly scientific and deserving of our full confidence. They have
a consultin g roon where. they receive the patients, examine the lesion
and prescribe the strength and form of the apparatus to be used, and. the
frequency and duration of the application. . There is a. large roon ad-
joining where' the' patients receive their 'treanient, \and -i another part
of tie building are three laboratories, '-a physical, a biological, and a
pathological under tii care of Dr..Doninici, who, by flic way, was not
iln Paris at the time of rny visit and whom T had not, therefore, the
pleasuré of meeting.

They are studying the action of radium very carefully and thorougily
and keeping very full notes of e'very case.

They have coinparatively little to say. They show their cases, tell all
they can about them and allow the observer to draw his owin conclusions.
Thc are not yet prepared to make any definite statements or to compare
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results obtained by the use of radium with those obtamed by other
means. If the question is put to them they simply reply, that they liave
not yet sufficient experience to justify a comparison.

The first to study radium therapy was M. Danlos, and he studied its
action in vascular novi. His last mcmôires appeared in the "Bulletin
de la Société Médicale des IHôpitaux"' for Feb. 10th, 1905, in which'he
said that in' simill vascular noevi, after the application of radium' for, 'an
hour, repeated, if need be, at intervals of three wecks, lie had obtained'
a small white cicatrice, and he presented to the Society a new form, of
apparatus exactly similar to that 'nowr used, namely, the radium spread'
out on a surface and there retained by a varnish.

M. Rehns obtained a good result in vascular næevus of the arm. Among
other early workers were Mr. lartigan, who, in 1904 applied it to a
nevus of the face; Dr. Ekstein of Prague, 'who used it in a case of telan-'
giectasis on the back of the hand; and M. Boikov of Rharkow.

As to its action and method of enployment I may say that radium
offers the best example of radio-active properties so far discovered. This,
radio-activity is one of the forces constantly liberated from radim. It
manifests ifs energy by various phenomena. It renders the air'a god
conductor of electricity (the phenomenon of ioni.ation) ; it impresses
photographic plates; it traverses opaque bodies;, it changes the coloür
of certain substances; and, what is Most importantof all to us as phy-
sicians, it modifies the cells of living tissues.' It can.be made tô destry
them or to simply influence their evolution. It gives o ff a. gas called
emanation and rays. The rays are particularly concerned "i the tre
ment of vascular noevi.

These rays, as probably most -of you are awar, are divided into three
groups, the a, ß, r. The a and rays are the particles issuing frointhe
disintegration of the atoms of which the'radiuin is composed. Tiese
particles (ions and electronls) , are ch arged with electricity, Positive.
from the a, and negative from he p. rays. They ai irifinitely small;
those of the a are counpared to the atoms of hydrogen, and those of
'the ß rays are 1,000 to 2,000 times smaller.' They travel with great
rapidity; the ß rays with the rapidity of light, 300,000 kilos a second,
and the a 20 times slower.

The ?- rays are not material like the a and P, and consist of a form of
perturbation of the ether, some of shorter and some of longer undula-
tions. They pass with extreme rapidity and infiltrate the elements of
the tissues'. The a, P and r rays do not pass through opaque substances
with the saine facility. The a rays are stopped by a little absorbent
cotton; the ß rays go further and the r rays are the most penetrating
of all.
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This knowledge of tlieir penetrating power has led to th.e application
of the principle of filtration, the a rays being filtered' out by cottori,
the soft P rays by mica, the hard ß'rays by a few im. of lead, while the
T rays will pass through an inch of steel.

The rays are sometimes filtered through the air, i.e. the apparatus is
kept at a distance from the patient.

In what particular way these rays modify the tissues is a question
heing actively studied, but which cannot yet be defined precisely.

The salt generally used at prosent is the sulphate combined with
the sulphate of barium, and the radio-activity is measured by the degree
of force with which it renders the air a good conductor of electricity
(the phenomenon of ionization). The maximum force of pure radium
hs an aetivIy of 2,000,000, and when one speaks of an action of 500,000
or 100,000 one thus indicates the amount of barium mixed with the
rndium. and 'the figures represent the power of ionization which is
500,000 or 100,000 times greater than an equal quantity of pure

-uranium which is taken as the unit of measure.
The activity, thon, of the apparatus depends on the quantity -of

radium incorporated, the method of application, the fixity of the grains,
the dimensions of the radio-active surface and the permeability of the
substance with which the radium is fixed.

It lias been used very largely in the treatment of vascular nSvi and
the results have been classified, particularly with reference to the size
of the lesion. hie depth to which the tissues are involved, the degree
-of dilation of the vessels, etc., each variety requiring an apparatus
especially adapted if the best result are to be obtained.

The histological changes taking place are thus exposed by M. Doininici
and M. Barct. The fibrous bundles and elastic tissues in the walls of
the blood vessels are absorbed; at the saine tine the fixed intervascular,
coimective tissue cells of the vessel walls pass into a state of embryonic

-tissue. The embryonic connective tissue proliferates and forns a con-
nective tissue net-work. This results in a gradual retraction -of the
blood spaces.

The angiomatus tissue is thus replaced by embryonic connective tissue
-cells between which are stretcled the vessels which become relatively
small and infrequent.. The cells of the young connective tissues are
disposed parallel with the surface of the skin and reconstitute an adult
connective tissue. There is' secreted new connective tissue bundles and
ncw elastic fibres.

The new connective tissue lias many characteristics different from
infil a mmnatory cicatricial tissue.
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1. The superposition of the fixed cells of .the connective tissue bundles
and the principal elastie trunks follow a regnlar stratification.

2. The absence of expansion of the newly' formed connective tissue
beyond its natural limits, and, therefore, beyond the surface of the skin.

3. The delicateness of the newly formed connective tissue bundles.
The apparent confirmation of the cutaneous surface is in accord with

this structure. The skin remains uniform, flat and soft in the zone
previously occupied by the angioma.

The histological changes in the cure of the ntevi consist essentially
in the modification of the evolution of the vascular connective tissue
produced by the action of the rays. These determine' an emnbryonic, fus-
ing of the angiomata following the reorganization of these elenients .i
the forn of connective tissue fibres of a regular and 1niform texture.:

This theoretical explanation is based upon the researches which Dré.
Dominici and Barcat have made with regard to the modifications 'im.-
pressed by radium upon the normal skin and various pathological tissues
(tuberculous, cancerous, sarcômatous and telangiectatic). In all .the
studies of these anuthors the radium rays have in a similar manner in-
fluenced healthy and. normal tissues.

It is remarkable that these changes 'are produced without any sub-
jective sensations of .pain or heat. The apparatus is génerally npplied
and held in place by a strip of: adhesive plaeter. As these patients are
ofteni infants, the absence o 'pain or discomfort obviating the necessity
of any local or general anosthcsia.is a valuable feature.

Then again tbe ,esthetic- result would seem to be most satisfactory.
The redness is replaced by skin of almost quite normal feeling an( ap-
pearance.

Port wine stains and pendulous vascular tumours can e renioved. I
know of no'other agent that can accomplish, this.

In thè treatment of pigmented nmvi the action nust be more severe,
suflicient to cause vesication. H1ealing takes place in f rom 30 to 50 da,
a normal 'surface 'results. Only simall areas should be treated .at one
time.

The treatment of tuberculous lesions by radiumn las not been so satis-
factory. Nevertheless some very encoura.ging results have been obtained
in lupuis vulgaris, lupus erythematosis. scrofulous ulcers, etc., but slowly
and sometimes with a tendency to recurrence. 'Trials have been made
with hypoclermie injections of weak solutions of radium.

Th'le results obtained in epitheliomata of the skia are soietimes ap-
parently favourable. Rodent ilcers seem to yield readily. By this 1
mean more than the cure of an ordinary sinall rodent. In cases of deep
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and extensive destruction of tissues, cases that might be considered al-
mndst' inoperable, the destructive ulceration has been arrested and the
surface converted into a healing sore and in. some cases apparently cured.
In one sucli case at -least, ulcerating glands behind the car have been
almost healed.

Wickham and Degrais have been very careful in their statemenis re-
garding the action of radium on epitheliomatous tissue. They say, quite
rightly, that in the matter of 'cancer, more than in any other condition,
we must lie careful not to draw conclusions froi a small series of cases
and from too recent results. Recurrence must always be feared. A de-
finite opinion cannot be given until a larger experience is obtained and'
a -longer time has elapsed. Theice are reasons for thinking that ridumT
has a selective action on cancer cells. Dr. MacKenzie -)avidson of Lon-
don, assured me that; in rodent ulcers radium had a selective' action 'and
did not toucli another cell. Suchi an opinion froà M acKenizic Dav îson
is certainly worthy of our serious consideration.

One cas, of epitheliona of the tongueis reported' as' cured. I was
told that- the diagnosis in this case had lnot been con firmled by micro
scopical section. I saw one case of 'epitliehiomia' of -the ton<rue under
treatmcnt.· Tn 'thi case the examnination of a mi croscòpical section had
confirmei the diagnosis. . It was -an early case and .ne enflarged lands
were palpable. The ulcerated area was'situited on the"right border of
the tongue about opposite the first molar. It was'quite as large as a tén
cent piece. It certainly felt soft' and lcked almost entirely the: usual
indurated' feel. The base was clean, there, seerned to be rather loss tlhan
the usual tenderness. I was assured that the latter characteristics ad
appeared since' the treatment by radium. The 'sore %as certainly vy
far from healed althnugh' apparently improving.

In three cases of leucoplakia, two of the tongue and one of thé lower
lip, Wickham and Degrais obtained happy modifications. In thrce can-,
cers of thelower lip one recurred after tivo months of apparent cure
an d two remain -well up to date.

Dr. Dominici and Prof. Gaucher have obtained the best results -in.
epitheliomata of the lips and mucous membrane by the use of the
rays alone and in feeble quantity.

The rays have given admirable results in deforming cheloids, the re-
sult of trauma and burns, in eczema, impetigo. pruritis and small exter-
nal hoemorrhoids.

They have not, so far as I could learn, made any attempt to apply
radium to deep-seated or intra-abdominal lesions.

In Paris they are rather fond of placing an apparatus on each side
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of the tumour-or in the case of the cheek, of placing an apparatus in-
side in the mouth and one outside.. This they call " cross fire."

They are exceedingly conservative in, the use of radium, both as to
strength, quantity and duration 'of application. They have had few
troublesome burns, two of which I saw during my visit at the Institute.

THE ES SENTIAL CHARACTER OF HYSTERIA.

TOM A. W=r.iàms, M.B., C.M. (Edin')
Washington, D.C.

Our regrettable reliance upon the ipse dixit of a great name is again
illustrated by the rearrangement now occurring in our ideas on hysteria.
The present "Trend ofthe Clinical Concept of Hysteria " (1) (Boston'
Surg. and Med. Jour.) 'ias turned, under the guidance of Babinski,
(2) towards ideas which were placed in tlie background by the clinical
picture of the "grande ilévrose " drawn by Charcot. That is to say,
the earlier conception of Bernhein (3) has received its due; and mnost.
neurologists in France' at least, have acceded to the proposition that a
"hysterical syrnptom is one susceptible of production by suggestion and
of removal by suggestion-persuasion." Bernheim, however, (4) . now
considers the plienonenon of suggestibility to be normal, ind the
emotional attacks (les crises de nerfs) are for him the only hysteria.

In actual practice in English-speaking countries at least,' the heresies
of Charcot have had little influene, except perhaps among a few
neurologists. The reasoi for this I shall not attempt to explain.

Let me recall .an experiment which Joire (5) conducted in the early
nineties with a girl named Marie. During bypnosis, it was suggested
that she sece lier name written upon a translucent card. She was.then
?a.sked to trace the letters she saw;z andc did so thus M A R I E. She
was again hypnotised, and the experiment repeated; but this time, the
surface of the card which she hiad seen was turned away from ber
against a window so that any letters would appear 'reversed as they were
seen through the card. She was again asked to trace what she saw, and
did so as follows- "E I R A M." She must therefore have perceived
that the card had been reversed; for she acted in conformity with that
idea; but she did not really sec the letters; for had she done so, they
would have appeared M A R I E. This conclusivély proves that she had
only tle idea of flie reverped letters, which she tried to portray to the
best of lier ability. She had no sensation; it was not an hallucination.
The ease with which she perceiyed that the card had been reversed
indicates how cautions one should be in having recourse to metaphysical
explanations of phenomena.
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Bernheimî (6) too showed in 1886 that the amaurosis and dyschro-
matopsia in hypnotic states were not sensory defects' but that they were
indeed simulated, as lie believed, unconsciously. Again, the credulity of'
some observers that cortical areas could be inhibited during liypnosis by
striking the sk-il over them with a lianimer slould u ot have been
possible in face of the critique of 'Jules Soury, (7) who showed that the
functioi under experinent went into abeyance in conformity 'with the
observer's belief about cerebral localization; for .instance:-Rainaldi's
-(8) patients lost the power of smell and taste during hypnosis when
they were. tapped over convolutions 01, and 02, while, other :observers
produced this effect only when tapping over the iens. Sinilar differ-
ences were evidenced in other areas, as Sourv hi tingly said "in con-
formity with the text-books read by the observers."

Such considerations should long ago have undermined the fantastical
superstructure which hysteria becamne; but it was not until last yea's
discussion at the Paris Neurologienl Socicty (9) that the real de-
struction of the older hypotheses can be said to have occurred. There,
it was unaninously decided' "that among the phenomena usually in-
cluded in hysteria, there is a special group of symnptoms which can
disappear under the influence solely of suggestion or persuasion: in parti-
cular, certain kinds of convulsive fits, paralyses, contractures, anoesthesiS,
hyperosthesia; of modifications of the special senses anci of difficulties of
speech; as wëll as certain respiratory,. digestive, and other troubles."
The genesis of these is fully d iscussed by the present writer in Interna-
tional Clinies of last October. (10) Trhey are niost easily induced in
states of suggestibility. exaggerated by organie disease, which dinijnishes'
critical power, the faculty of awarcness, which does not concord withi
suggestion. It is very difficult for the observer to avoid suggesting thàt
in which ho believes. Hence, the constancy with which the stigmiata,
were found; but Babinski (11) has not during the last ton years seen
aniesthesia in cases iot previously examined moedically. The medical
manufacture of hemianusthesia is illustrated by the case of trauiatic,
neurosis in whv1ich Dupinet saw (12) another expert actually call forth
a hemianoesthesia which ,had not been present before. This experiment
is not too difficuit to be repeated in nearly any hospital ward. . The
nervous crises which formerly made of the Salpetrière a' pandemonium
no longer occur there, because the suggestion of their occurrence no
longer obtains. (13)

The finding of causative suggestions in other hysterical manifestations
is entirely proportional to technical skill in the search.

Itf is pretty clear by now (14) that suggestion has no influence over
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the tendon reflexes, the truc cutaneous reflexes, the circulatory and
trophie functions, (14a) the disorder of which nay produce dermo-
graphia, urticaria and other eruptions, ulcers, ædema, hemorrhage, or

gangrene. Nor can the temperature, nor the secretions of urine, saliva,
and sweat be influenced by suggestion, except in so far as they are called
into action by emotion. Mobility of humour is a commonplace in
hystericals; and this mobility is anenable to suggestion: hence it 'is
theoretically possible to affect the secretions indirectly by suggestion
through the emotions. But positive facts in demonstration of this have
not yet been adduced convincingly. In the numerous cases hitherto
presented, trickery cannot be excluded. Medico-legal literature teems
(15) with mythomanie cases, sucli as that of the- man who confessed
to concealing a syringe in the rectum, and in whom, in a moment of
excitement. an evacnation revealed tvo. Thle number of those cases
which "could not possibly have ad access to any means of provoking
their syiptoms" oily indicates the looseness .with which such
negative evidence is accepted; as for instance in' a case of alternating
mydriasis I observed in Babinski's clinic; (16) for though the patient's
father indignantly repudiated the mere statement thercof, it 'was found
that his daughter Iad been placing in her eye drops of an atropine
solution filched from. her employer. Of, course, mythomania, a type.
of moral degeneracy, a form of lack .of ·adaptation, a weakness which
resorts to trickery, may be and gencrally is accompanied by suggesti-
bility; so that acalemically speaking, a deliberately produced lesion
simulating slpontaneous disease which the patient is trying to imitate
nhay deserve the terni hysteria; for of course, imitation is one of the
forms of suggestign. These considerations are applicable to many cases
of so called neurasthenia, (17) very often to the traumatic neurosis,
(18) and' frequently to the false gastropathies. (19) The false neuras-
thenie is a creature who, wounded in amour propro,. solaces himself by
;retirement from further wounds: lie is a simulator, more or less un-'
conscious, and is curable by a reinoval of lis unreal belief. Similarly,
a traumatie neurasthenic tenaciously clings to the false fixed idea which.
holds him in disaccord with the environment, until, he achieves the
solatium lie craves. Sonctimes, hîowever, the old man of the sea takes
so strong a hold that le. cannot be cast off: i ike the widow, lie has nursed
bis grief until it becomes. stronger. than' he., The gastric neurotic too
must be cured by the destruction of bis. erroneous fixed belief in his

digestive incapacity. (20) All of the foregoing' false fixed ideas are
hysterical, as they have arisen in. suggestions whether they originated.
directly from an injudicious physician, a too sympathetie friend or
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indirectly from the gossip of neighbours, or the store of the patient
memories. And al] are curable by suggestion, or botter, by persuasion.
The latter is constituted by the patient's awareness of the steps tra-
versed; (21) whereas in suggestion, lie does not know how- the newer
idea lias been implanted in his miiid; for it is inculcated cither by
authoritative assertion, or insinuated while his attention is distracted
elsewhere; in either case, received without critical examination.

More careful investigation of the psycho-neuroses lias now shown tlat
many of thé annoying, harassing, indescribable sensations which make
life a misery to certain people have nothing to do with hysteria. They,
are cenesthopathies, (22) that is disordered impressions from' the organs,
not derived from without: they are sonatopsychic affections.. Common
in the psychose, they may be quite monosynmptomatie, and even unac-
companied by hypochondriasis. They' are in no sense hysterical.

Another important' kind of symptonis not derived froi suggestion
are those lately placed.together by Janet under the title of Psychoethenia.
(23) He bas slown how unamenable' to suggestion are these. T1he
crises of agitation (24) these patients often undergo have been' labelled
hysteria countless times. :The are essentially different, as is the wliole
clinical picture. The main difrerentia are:

Firstly, as to fixed ideas, their, duration in iysteriîa tends to be
long; for though they are. easily buried anîd forgoLtei, they are, re-
suscitated with great ease andlinfallibility; wheres in the psychasthenic
,tle fixed ideas are.very mobile, but keep 'recurrinîg voluntarily and in-
deed become cherished parts of the individual,' and' are far more difficuit
to eradicate' than those of the hysterie. Secondly, hysterical ideas are
evoked by well defined and not numerous association "suggestions;"
in the psychasthenic they are 'often evoked by apparently irrelevant
association, which. are searched for by the patient; thus the "points de
repere " are very numerous, cannot be predictd with certainty, and are
often niere excuses for crises of rumination or ties. Thirdly, in the
hvsteric the ideas tend to become kinetic, whereas the psychasthenic's
constant state of uncertainty causes hini to oscillate between " I would"
and " I would not" Inhibition is too strong to allow an act, but not
strong enough to dismiss the obsession." (25)

As to the crises, those of hysteria cannot he distinguished from those
of psychastlienia or epilepsy, except by the property of being produced
and removed by suggestion; for the foregoing criteria demonstrate the
invalidity of the distinctions formerly drawn by Janet and others with
regard to loss of consciousness, amnesia, automnatism and power of arrest.
(26) Recently, Ernest Jones (27) lias insisted upon the need formerly
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expressed by' Ja 1et of studying tuleméntality between the crises in order
to appreciate their significance; and this necessity remiains truc, although
the dissociation 'hypothesis on which it is based is by no means beyond
criticisi. Walter Scott (28) bhas recently attempted to rebut, it in a.
case cured by suggestion without regard to the sejunction of hypothetical
buried complexes; and although his case and argument do not convince,
I believe that the syntiesis onlv awaits the labours of men of ability
and clinical experience equal to that of such men, as Jung Morton
Prince, Sidis etc.

The criterion of suggestibility mak eeessary a re0ision of t
conclusions of Hoche (29) and 'Heilbronner' (30): on ystero epilepsy
They believe that even fixed pupils and sphinct xela tion may occur
in simple hysteria.

But it. is noi protty clcar that reflex iridopleginindicates ogaric
disease, (31) or at least, if temporary,,a profoumd intoxicItion wlich
may produce also marked suggestibility, which, how ever. is unrelated to
the pupil fixation. But sphincter relaxation nay occur during profoind
emotion. as in tle terror stricken; dog reported y Féré, in' (32) wbich
an agoraphobin had heen contracted from its mistress. The tendenéy
to the 'loss of sphincter control during profound emotion is a common-
place: and the reinforcement of this by $uggestion ean verv easily
prevent the inhibition by which civilized people.and omestic animals
counteract the emotidns might lead to unpleasant effeets. There is .a
partial loss of consciousness, an. insanit if vou will during the. first
ecess of every .emotion. Tliu 'in the enotion 'accompa-ying blushing,'
timiclity inhibits voluntary, activities: durin laughter. the voluntary'
control is much diminished; the state of cnnseinusness éduring such:
emotions has been shown by Sir Arthur Mitchell (33) to be analogous
with that in dreams, duiing which auto-suggestions dominate the mind.
That hetero-suggestions also are influential in sleep anid dreams has
been proved by the experiments of Morly-Vold (34) and Vaschide and
Vurpas. (35) These observers, by stimulating the auditory, tactile andC
other senses, provoked dreains in accordance with the stimuli used; thus
a string tied round the ankle caused the patient to dream that a wil
animal was lacerating his foot, and so on. All these states are marked'
by lack of voluntary control, which connotes exalted suggestibility, that.
is to say, hysteria. This, then, is the relation between facile emotion-
alisn and hysteria. Emotionalism is not hysteria, except in so far as
it favours suggestibility. No one is a greater prey to emotionàlism than
the psychasthenic; but as Janet (36) has shown, his suggestibility is
much diminished;»for though he suffers profoundly on account of bis
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emotions, it is on aceount of their incompleteness and failure of fruition
in act.

The principle is simple enough, but is mueh complicated by the fact
that phobies, tics, and other psychasthenie symptoms nay occur in'
hystericals by imitation (whi.cli of course is nierely a form of suggestion)
or as .a consequence of crganic states. I have now under observation a
patient wh1o is at the sanie tiine claustrophobie and agoraphobie on
account of a single fainting attack during cardiac enfeeblement due to
an attack of influenza. She is in no sense of the word a psychasthenic;
it is a phobia by suggestion. Phobias were cured by suggestion, and
therefore were probably of the hysterical type, in the instructive case
recently reported by Scott. (28) The. psycho-analysis not published in

flie report, is still more striking in this regard. An exanmple or obses-
sions induced by suggestion and repeatedly cured thereby was related of
a kleptonaniac by Bernard Leroy (37) at the Congress of Geneva. Ir-
resistible impulsions derived from suggestion caused this woman in turn
to fall violently'in love with an officer whom' she did not know; to pas-
sionately long for the death of ber husband and indeed to inake a.ll the

preparations for compassing bis death, until the culmination of 'ber

preparations so horrified ber that she recoiled' and was eured. f ta t

obsession on the moment; and finally the intense longing to steal, which

she satisfied by robbing the counters of the departnent stores.
Iysterical tic can usually be cured rapidly. For examples T. Mut

refer to a fort.hconiing article. (38)
The diagnosis of these pseudo-psychasthenics must be inade by the

patient's Iack of the anguisli and other emotional accompaniments to
thie bindrance of his rmorbid act: by the absence of sentiments e
incompleteness with the varions " manias " to which if leads, and by th

uneritical irresistibilitv and absence of struggle of the obsessive ideas
and impulsive acts of flic false psychasthenie. (39)

The comprehensibility of hysteria, and the simpli-àcaition of the
treatnent miade possible by the foregoing facts, adds eriornously to the

precision, and hence the power of the therapeutist; andwill remove
from our profession the hitherto cleserved stigma of inattention to, and
ineptitude in face of, the numerous patients suffering from functional
diseases of the nervous system and hysteria who have fallen a prey .te
the charlatan and pseudo-scientist in sucl vast proportions; it Wrill put
·an end to the posing of ecclesiasties as mental healers, of inetaphysically
absurd cults, which undermnine the collective intelligence; and lastly

it will give confidence to medical men in their capacity to take their
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due part in the field of psychic enquiry so avidly pursued by the 'laity o'f
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AN ACCOU.NT OF CANADIAN LEPROSY

C. M. KELLY, M.D.,
MontreaL.

In this brief article I propose to run hurriedly through the history'of
leprosy in Canada, and give sone idea of present conditions, as I have
seen tien. It is the real clinical leper in whom -we are particularly
interested, and I leave to your leisure a sufficiently abundant literature
on the laboratory aspect of the subject. . Your elinical experience in
genîeral warns you that there is but one way to learn of disease,-froi
its unfortunate victims. -And 'so ny object will 'be not so much to add
to Vour knowledge of this subject, as to arouse your interest and direct
your attention whither you nay. gain practical knowlcdge for yourselves.

Our information eoncerning the early history of leprosy in Canadi
is soumewiat vague in detail, but the main fact that the first cases ap-
peared in 1816 aiong the Acadian people of Tracadie, Gloucester Co.,
K.Il., seems beyond reasonable doubt. When, however, we seek the niigin
or the infeetion such a maze 'of-thery.and conjecture at once presents
itSeIr, that the inadequacv of tradition becomes painfully apparent

Treating all explanatiôns of origin based "upon 'suelh.'predisposing or"
accidental concomitants'as hberedity, climnate, diet etc., at their modern
vahltion, we comedown to consider scrioisly whether the 'first bicilli
wc re imported fron France or elsewliere. by the French hem elves o
whiether hy were accidentally sown there by strangers. as iias o often
happened in a maritime coinmunity.

Tie foimuer view, I believe, prevails. It is plausible on the surface
amin av be true: but there seems so uninistikable a. substratum ofim-n
probabilitý that the natter will at lcast bear discussion. : Is it possible
that these people brouglt the disease with then and yet they were or
,4eeied so, profoumdly ignorant of its nature? Possiblv so. But mmi
gration froni France practicaîlly ceased baf a century before the date
of which rwe are speaking, and yet the first cases were two Acadian girls
born of Acadian parentage. And so, our theory scens to fall before the
facts of'recorded historv.

On the other hand, mîy friend the present medical superintendent 'of
thé Leper hospital is convinced that the disease caine not froma Normandy
but froni Norway, not through the agency of colonists but of sailors
whose' vessel is said to have been stranded on thc-shore of Bay Chaleur
in the autumn preceding the outbreak. According to him, two of these
men spent a whole winter with the fanily in which the first cases of
leprosy appeared in the following suiner. If we accept this piece of
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tradition, wé have fairly strong circunstantial evidende; if w rejec it,
flien we may never claim to know the origin of Leprosy in Easterû
Canada.

Fron two cases developing in rapid succession in the family men-
tioned above. the disease spread slowly and in its own peculiar selective
nianner,-usually one. rarely more than two menbers of a given fanily
becoming affected. It never invaded the inland settlements to any eï-,
tent. The earliest medical attendant on the scene diagnosed the condi-
tion as closely akin to scurvy as it .existed in England, but moclifed by
the elinate, aid aggravated by the inferior food -il comnon use.

Thus events -held the iatural tenor of their. way for nearly thirty
years, when a stran«er is said to have recognized and reported the con-
dition. Investigation ivas at once made, and as a result an isolation
hospital was established on Sheldralke's Island atthe mouth of the Mira-
michi River, and an attemipt was'made to gather in ail cases that could
bc found.

Strange to say, the schene was met with total indifference or acti e
opposition by those in wlhose best interests it had been inaugurated.
Twelve sorely discontented patients in al1 were housed at this hospital,
and the superintendent modestly admitted that probably a much greater
ýiumber were still at large. Four years after its founding, this Shel-
drake Island Hospital was burned by the lepers theinselves, as the surest
means of regaining their freedom.

The story of tiese early events, unimportant in themselves, serveso
illustrate tlie usual insidions invasion and spread of the discase, and the
Jdi.fltculties that might even yet bc expeeted to arise in some .quarters
from a resort to active interference. Grant that the wliole problem is
one for the State and lias beeen assumed by the State; grant that the
danger of infection to otherwise healthy Canadians does secm minute;,
yet, above all there arises a very definite field of duty and re' ponsibility
for the medical profession at large. We have now more than ever be-
fore to contend with a menacing tide of European immigration from
lands where leprosy is by no means unknown, and cases are not wanting
at the present time where these foreigners have eluded the vigilance at
our borders or developed symptoms after tleir arrival in the country.
In dealing with this class especially, it becomes the mcd ical man to be
ever on the watch and to be sure of his ground, unless we are to have
repetitions of the train of woes following,, an inrecognized case as has
been related of New Brunswick; or have the brunt of our ignorance fa]l
on hapless individuals suffering from minor skin affections, as happened
in some cases in British Columbia.
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After the burning of the first Leper Hospital, much discussion arose
as to tho advisability of attempting to establish another similar institu-
tion. Among the usual champions of public economy were to be found
thle mass of the medical profession, who seem to have been practically
unaniinous that leprosy was an hereditary disease and consequently not
to be checked by legislation aimed nierely at the affected individuals.
And the distribution of cases in Tracadie seened to bear out their argu-
nient in a wonderfully convincing manner. Cases could be cited where
a leper husband or a leper wife had lived and died witlh his family with-
out otier menbers developing the disease; or there might have been one
leper child in a famuily, which was usually large, numerically,. and- no
others showed synptoms of infection.

Fortunately, wiser counsels prevailed. Not only was a new lospital
creeted, but a change was made which wrought wonders iii the line of
inproved public sentiment. The building was erected at Tracadie, so
that patients were placed on terns of the easiest communication with
their friends. The terrors of isolation facled so rapidly away that the
medical attendant vas able in bis first annual report to make the flat-
tering statement that patients had voluntarily presented themselves for
exanination and entered the liospital without objection. From that time
our present systeni nay b said to date, thougli the f uli idea of isolation
could hot be carried out until the present building, equipped after the

manner of a modern hospital, was built in 1896.
But a history of leprosy in Canada would hardly ho comnplete with-

.out a word concerning the colony which 'once existed in British Co-
lumbia. Sone yoars ago the inmates of this Institution were ie-exam-
inied by Dr. Smaith, now in charge at Tracadie. Several patients were
found to be non-leprous and were allowed tlheir freedon. The re-
niainder. being of Oriental extraction, were returned to tieir own coun-
try, where thanks to the hospitality of His Celestial 1-ighness and our
own gonrosity, the survivors are still naintained at our e peise.

The visitor to the Lazaretto usually takes a liglt breakfast and pre-
pares hinself mentally for repuisive sights, - alnost unrecognizable
masses of human remains stili clinging to a fluttering thread of exist-
ence. Thîen, lie is apt to express liimself as lisappointed,-mneaning of
course that lie is most agreeably surprised. As lie passes from one to
another, eaci rises to attention, and does his best to answer questions
regarding subjective syiptoms, past and present. If it is fine weather,
perhaps half tlie total numnber of patients would be seen on such a visit.-
.But where are those lepers of which I had read even recently to prime
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myself for the occasion ? Hiere, on the strength of expert diagnosis, T
have seen and examined some ten cases of leprosy; but 'according to my
text-book notions I have seen but one leper in the series,-an old lad.y
with leontine facies in the last stages of the disease.

But the casual visitor, disabused of extravagant ideas of distress, is
apt to carry away equally erroneous ideas in the opposite extreme. The
worst cases are least in cvidence in the wards. You have seen but lialf
of the cases, the others have just gone out;-you go out and they will1
just have gone soniewhere else. Surprise them in. some. quiet retreat,
and you may after a time gain' a limited amount of confidence and see
ravages of B. Lepra which quite surpass ordinary text-book illustration.
Perhaps this confidence will unearth another intbresting featurd-the
mental condition of the patient. As a rule they 'are. sy,-some are phi-
losophical enough, but in most there is a marked degree of mental de
pression. Science has in no way mitigatcd in his m din the traditional
almost hereditary horror of a leper. Practitally heYranges himself in
the category of criminal convicts rather than with the' un fortunate'
victims of disease. With a touch of syinpathy for: their sad pliht, one
is impressed with the encouraging results of active. measures in respect
to this disease. Unfortunately, one need not go far to sec the results of
inaction in respect-to other kindred germns-4he B. Tuberculosis or th
Spiroc.hote Palida.

From the series of casés'ino at-the'Lazaretto t is easy to point out
two cases of tubercular leprosy, several of anoesthetic leprosy, thés re-
maining overwhelming majority, are mixed in -type. The one, 'a man
twenty-five years of age, first developed symptoms five years' ago.
IIls coinplaints then were weakness and general malaise, but no definite,
pain in any part. 'A little later, some patches of discoloration appeared
on his face, and these and other areas, especially on the brow, becaie.
thick and anoesthetié. Similar smaller 'nodules appeared on the ulnar
aspects of his wrists and hands. From time to time some of these masses
break down and a' slight discharge res.lts in a thick yellowish scab.
More recently 'his sight has become affectec, and white pearly masses
eau be seen in his'left eye. His hands are edématous and fingers pointed,
showiuig atrophy of the distal phalanges. -Mentally lie is bright, indeed
lie is rather witty. In forim, bis case is similar to that of the old lady,
mentioned above, but lie represents an earlier stage-the typical facies
is in process of development.

n these tubercular' cases the symptoms are very definite, and the
course is comparatively rapid, especially in the young. If tbey 'do not
succuimb to intercurrent' disease, the viscera become involved-the kid-
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neys, lngs and the digestive tract. The beginning of the end is com-
monly marked by -symptoms of. pulmonary tuberculosis, nephritis, and
intractable diarrha. It is said that the early cases which appear in a
locality are often of this type, and that the milder anesthetic cases occur
:inore frequently as the disease becomes endemie.

There is an old man now in the hospital who some ten years ago was
affected with what he thought to be rheumatism. The ungual phalanges
of his fingers and tocs becamie distorted and shrivelled. le has since
felt an indefinite numbness in his hands which, however, did not inca-
pacitate' him for work. About a year ago his sight began to fail and he
came Up for examination, only to be told that he liad a 'mild form of
anesthetic leprosy. Ie is hardly convinced as yet that such is the fact,
and earnestly sought my opinion of his case.

A a rule, the ear-marks of past attacks of the disease are to be found'
on the hands, face, and eyes. The hands are affected variously;in detail,,
but it all amounts to either atrophy or disintegration. It is rem'arkable
liow regularly the ungual phalanges only are affected; - atrophied,
seeming to come to a point at the tip; or distorted, forward or laterally,
ori what is most common, they have disappeared altogether. Then the
striking feature is what a neatly and completely healed stump remains.
But a valuable point in differentiating is, that while the surgeon rarely
caves the finger-nail, in B. Lepra amputations that appendage is often

found-on the end .of the stump, showing that the skin-was not the- seat of
the disease.

While the oye is-'rugularly affected in both forms, there are important'
differences in the modus operandi. in tubercular cases, thé impairment
of vision comes early, due to formation of tubercles on the cornea; in
thoeC anausthetic cases, the patient usually enjoys good sight until the' late
symptonis begin to appear. The lesion then is optic nerve atrophy with-
out noticeable changes in other structures of the eye.

Individual cases may show some striking local lesion. In' one there
was ectropion due to tubercular infiltration of the palpebral conjunctiva
of the lower lid; in' another there was general involvement of the mucoûs
m11eibrane of the niouth with profuse salivation. Cerebral symptoms
seem common. One old man, blind and denented, was usually engaged
in soliloquy; another was maniacal with homicidal tendencies, and had
to be closely guárded.

There are now eighteen known cases of leprosy in Canada-and we
trust that all cases are known. 0f these, thirteen are probably tiraèeable
to the original infection,-the remaining five are foreigners. Two of
these five, mother and son, were found in Nova Scotia, having come from

27
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the West Indies. Manitoba furnishes ;m-other two, Icelanders by, birth;
and the fifth is the Doukhobor bòy ivho came under observation somte two
years agz.

Information regarding the incidence of the disease in families I an
unable to give. Anong the laity the opinion still prevails that leprosy
is hereditary, and this at foundation is the reason such data are carefully
withheld. Many of these patients have relatives not far away, ani to
disclose their identity night react unfavourably on the present happy
state of publie co-operation which the TTospital enjoys, and which is so
absolutely essential to the welfare of the niovenent.

Obviously the treaitment of lcprosy is prophylaxis, whicli again ciii-

phasizes the importance of early diagnosis. In the Lazaretto, two warda
are for leper patients only, and their wants are administered to by ·a.
devoted band of Sisters of Charity under fle direction of the Medical
Superintendent-an appointee of the Federal Governnient. The care of
patients in hospital is largely routine hygienic and dietetic measures,
with one very essential adjunct-employnent. Before many of tiese
unfortunate individuals there is a fairly long but hopeless life, to bo
spent in confinement. The 'fullest frecdom of the grounds is accorded,
and outdoor exercise encouraged. Attempts to escape, or acts of insub-
ordination are exceedingly rare; yet the possible dangers arising from
the unoccupied mind or the idle band are thoroughly understood.

Of the therapeutic agents, Chaulmoogra Oil alone deserves mention.
Used internally it checks 'the acute symptoms, and as a dressing pro-
inotes the healing ofleprous ulcers.

As I rernarked in the beginning,.I have probably succeeded in adding
nothing of value to your knowledge. There is but one way to mnake sucli
addition, and to that way distance, it is true, offers some obstacles. But
here difficulties end. On the scene, you have before you our nost con-
plete triumph over any disease. Is it worth your while? I an sure [
do not.know what your time is worth; and if you refer to financial gain,
I may say that 1 know of nothing offering more doubtful returas. But
if you ask whether you would be likely to ses and learn enough of this
ancient and. now well-understood disease to satisfy your simple desire to
know, to :enable you to, fulfil your responsibility to the community, and
safeguard your own welfare, then I unhesitatingly say,-It is worth your
while. Visit the Lazaretto, learn all you can from-the lepers whoin you
will find kindly»dispo'sed, and cultivate the acquaintance of the Medical
Superintendent who is kindness itself.
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same surgeon was a girl of nineteen years. The only symptom she 'ver
had was persistent pain in the back and loin of the right side. ppen-
dicitis was diagnosed, operation was advised and performed but the organ
was perfectly iealthy and the synptoms persisted. A second operation
was now undertaken for suspected stone which was found and remwoved."'
The same author 2 cites cases where the wrong kidney lias been operated
upon for suspected stone but where the symptoms were vague. Similarly
the kidney bas been suspected and eut down .on when ile ureter. was at
fault and vice versa.

Thus far the evidence goes to 'show how indefinite and unreliable the
symptons are: and later on it will be shown with illustrative cases that
not only are the symptoms and ordinary methods of examination -incon-
clusive but where stone was correctly diagnosed and operated, the opera-"
tion was often incomplete because of the presence of two or more stones
which could not he detected readily and were never suspected after the,
finding of one. Many instances of this kind have been recorded, as we
shall sec later.

Palpation does not afford us much aid except in rare cases.. It is·very
rare indeed that a single stone can be felt: or that one gets the sensation
of grating whien two or more stones are present.- In occasional cases -a
stone if in lower ureter Imay be palpated by the rectum or vagina. Ten-
derness over the kidney if associated with subjective symptoms has. some
value but is inconclusive.

The following quotations from well-known surgeons willý serve to show
how ineffectual are tihe ordinary ineans of examiination:2- The diag-
nosis of stone in the kidney is very difficult. Ransohoff has collected 40.
cases, in all of which the symptoms of renal calculus existed but in whici
exploration failed to find a stone. In fact I think there are but few
surgeons of any experience with renal caiculus who have not failed at
times to find a stone." "A short time ago (i.e. prior to the days -of
X-ray) the diagnosis of renal calculus was never made till the classicail
symptoms showed tiat the pathological process had so far advanced as to
render surgical intervention necessary and hazardous. At that time
diagnosis of 'calculus ureteritis' was never inade and mnany cases lost
one kidney as a result of unilateral anuria, and many others died with-
out any diagnosis than 'suppression of urine' ever beingniade. Many
cases of imparted calculus lost one kidney because the symptoms of fie-
covery and destruction are identical."

The X-ray was-first used in renal calculus by McIlntyre, of Glasgow,

' Lancet. June 2, 1906.
2 G. E. Armstrong. Mont. Med. Jour., Jan. 5. 1897.
C. L. Leonard. (Phil.). Ann. of Surg., 1901.
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in 1896, and ivith good' results, for he demonstrated the presence of ani
oxalate stone. Others soori confirmed this work both in England and
America. Duringthe following three or four years evidence as to its
value.was slowly accumulating, but the general opinion seemed to be that
only oxalate stön s could be demonstrated as no technique could he de-'
vised that wol show. phosphates, urates or urie acid, and so its value
was not considered to be very great.
.D ring these years experimenters were earnestly at work to improve
theXray apparatus and to devise a better technique whereby any cal-
culus could be shown, 'no matter how small or what its composition. might.
be. To Prof. Schoneberg we are indebted for improvements in the effi-
ciency of the X-ray apparatus which arc outside the scope of this paper
te :mention further. Working with this improved apparatus C. L.
Leonard, of Philadelphia, devised a inuch more accurate technique. He
was the first to lay down the dictun which is now the basis for accurate
ending of skingrams:-" A skiagram to be accurate inut differentiate

tissies·of less density than the least dense calculus." Tat.is tosay, if
a skiagram can differentiate the kidney itself from surrounding tissue,
no calcuhis can exist undetected, because every calculus is more dense
than kidney tissue.

This principle was first announced by Leonard in February; 1902, and
it marks the beginning of more accurate work in diagnosis by the X-ray.
'Leonard himself can differentiate the kidney froi-surrounding struc-
tures and maintains therefore that'he can demonstrate the presence or,
absence of stone wvith almost matheinatical 'precision. 11e reports .a.
series of 320 cases with the following results

Presence of stone diagnosed in 93.
Absence of stone diagnosed in 227.
The' cases where a positive diagnosis was 'made were dvideda

lows

Stone found at operation in 42 cases.
Stone passed spontaneously by urethra in 26 cases
Rtefused operation, 2 cases.
Symptons' too mild to need operation, 23 cases.
In the case of patients where a negative diagnosis was made the symp-

toms cleared up in nost of the cases, but in four cases they persisted
with some severity, so that operation was performed and stones found.,
Thus, so far as the cases could be followed, the total error was four cases
in 320 exanined, or 1.25%. In the matter of these cases it was after-
wards learned tliat one error vas due to the plate being in bad position
so that the shadow was not thrown on it at all, and in the other three the
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shadow appeared, but owing to its small size and faulty reading of the
plate it was overlooked In this series of cases one stone was plainly
shownu as small as one grain in weiglit and one stone was shown at threé
different levels on successive occasions.

These results secured by Leonard are pretty well confirned by other
workers,-some getting better results and others not so good.

L. B. Harris in the Australian Medical Gazette reports a series of 328
cases. Of these 50 gave a positive diagnosis and 278 were negative. At
operation, 7 of the 50 were found to have no stone. We are not inforined
of the results in the cases where no stone was diagnosed. If the sum
total of error was 7 cases we have an error of- 2.25%, which is higher
than Leonard's by 1 %; but is, however, not large.

Ku.nnel and Ilumpel report 18 cases where the diagnosis was positive
and all proved correct at operation.

A. B. Jolinson reports 125 cases in the New York Medical Journal.
0f the series a positive diagnosis was made in 30 cases and all proved
correct at operation. 0f the negative diàgnoses one error was made and
that was a urie acid stone which the X-ray did not show. it was later
removed- by operation. So far as the other cases culd' be followed the
other negative diagnoses were correct. This is an error of 1% only.

In the Lancel for June, 1906, C. T. Holland reports 79 cases. Twenty-
two posifive diagnoses were made and ail .proved correct by operation.
Of the 57 cases giving a negative diagnosis one error was made, i.e. the
X-ray failed to show the presence of a uric acid stoùe which later gave
severe symptoms but was passed spontaneously.' The percentage of error
here is about 1.25%.

E. Harry Fenwick has hadl a very wide experience with skiagraphy in
calculi of the urinary passages-having taken over 1000 X-ray photo-
graphs. His testimony is that the positive diagnosisis 'very accurate and
that after repeated careful trials the negative is also reliable.1 He re
ports a case which shows the wonderful accuracy attainable under favor-
able conditions. In this case he made the following predictions from the
skiagrams:

1. The kidney is dilated by back pressure, originally a hydronephrosis:
now a pyonephrosis.

2. The lower pole is transformed into .a dilated thin-walled cavity
(a calyx) with 6 smooth calcium osalate stones. The cortex is very thin.

3. A cyst projects on the conver border in its middle third, which will
emit a quantity of inodorous pus.

4. The upper pole is also dilated but with no stones.

'B. M. J., Jan. 4, 1908.
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5. A large calciun oxalate stone blocks the pelvis. This stone is cov-
ered.vith, phosphatic deposit.

At operation the predictions were found correct to the letter, except
that the lower calyx had 5 stones'instead of 6, one'being in a neighbor-
ing calyx.

Thus far the ovidence bas been pretty strongly. in favor of the X-rays
as an*aid. to diagnosis, but it would be unfair to omit the' opinions of
other surgeons wlose experience has béen less successful. . eICnry Morris
said .in 1900, the X-ray is of little value in diagnosing. the presence or
absence of renal calculi 'rofessors Israel and Schoneberg held similar
views as a result of their experience. Walsham's experience is that it is
almost impossible to fnd a stone by X-rays in a stout patient and in no
case can one smaller than a pea ho shown. , A. B. Robinson:-The value
of the X-ray is' doubtfnl. It should not have the casting vote. R. C.
Lucas:-The X-rayhas beén overlauded,-a negative diagnosis is of no
value.

These vi e'ws expressedby suci prominent men naturally carry'weight,
but their importance is much lessened hy the fact that -in no instance
was the series ofcases largei-seldom more than 5 or 6, so thatthe ex-
perience is-not sufficient on which to base a truc estimate of 'radiography.

Now let is consider the causes of error.
All errors are referable 'to the operator,. the photographic plate or

some peculiar condition of the patient.
On the part of the operator bad technique .is tho nost obvious cause.

Thus Leonard made a wrong diagnosis because the plate ivas 'put in bad

position and the calculus did not appear. Likewise, too long or too short
an exposure will fail to differentiate properly betiveen the structures to
be shown.

Again, the operator may not have the necessary experience to interpret
the plate correctly. Every observer lias experienced this, and it is now
well known that an X-ray operator must b an expert of vide experience
to get good results.
. Occasionally a flaw in the plate has led to a wrong diagnosis, but this

may be avoided by using only the best plates or by a second sitting. The
errors from theso sources.may be eliminated or brought to a minimum'
by painstaking effort, but not so for the third clias of errors,-those
referable to the patient.

Obesity is a great barrier in the way of doing accurate work,-some
say it is impossible to be sure of the diagnosis in a fat patient.

A %wrong diagnosis has sometimes been given because the stone was
too small to show. Its composition too is a factor,-a pure urie acid
stone of any size is hard to show.
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The most difficuit of all to exclude are calcareous glands or arteries
and dense' focal concretions. On many occasions these have simulated
stone so closely that operation was .thought 'necessary. The subsequent
operation showed a calcareous gland or artery in the stone area, but
nothing in the kidney or ureter.

Strange, as it may seen errors have arisen from' a button. on the
patient's clothing appearing in the kidney area, but this is unpardonble
because the area to be skingraphed should be, fre from any such cau e
for error.

Up to this point-we have seen how inaccurate werc the nethods of
diagnosis before the advent of thé 'X-ray : we have 'aiso seen something
of what this process can do: it now reinaiis ·to foriuilate an estimate of
its value in renal surgery.

1. It diagnoses calculus from othei kidney conditions and obscure
conditions of other organs. One case is 1 quoted where, in' spite of a
negative result with X-ray, operation was don-e, but a tuberculous .kidney
was found with no calculus. Anothor case is that of a woman with ob-
scure symptoms for 12 years. Two or three uterine operations were donè
without relief. The X-rays showed a·calculus. its removal cured the
symptoms.

2. Early diagnosis is possible where the symptoms are not otherwise
severe enough to warrant operation. On the authority of C. L. Loonard
it is stated-that in operation after early diagnosis the mortality is 2-3%.
After the -charieteristic' symptoms have appeared with infection it is
25%. Undoubtedly in some instances serious destruction may occur in
this way before the symptoms are serious enough to suggest operation
for stone. Four cases in point are e ited by 0. T. TTolland.

3. It makes operation defnite in its aim and complote in its results.
Thms a hydronophrotic kidney Vould not be opened if the X-ray showed

the cause to be stone in the ureter. In another case X-ray showed
two calculi, one vas found without much trouble, the second only after
painstaking search and without the definite evidence of the skiagraph
would 'certainlv have ben -l overlooked. Nuimerous cases of this sort
have been reported by various author.

The conclusion of the whole question at propent seens to b that the
X-ray is not infallible, a low percentage of errors must always ,b reck-
oned on. But used with other neans of diagnosis itis invaluai le,' and
the nearest approach to accuracy yet cbtained.'

1 C. T. HoIIand. Lancet, June 2, 1906.
2 Lancet, June 2, 1906.
Bevan: Ann. of Surgery. Mar., 1901.
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MEDJCINE IN CANADA.
By

IV.

Before the nineteenth century medicine in Canada had. but sniall he-

ginnings, but it began to occupy a much more proninent position with
the expansion of the country. As the population increased and the land
became more cultivated, wealth and prosperity took the place of the
privations of the earlier settlers. New laws were made to encourage
education and immigration.

Since the Englisli occupancy, war had twice devastated the land
through the mistaken zeal of the Americans. Considering all these
drawbacks in a newly settled country, inedicine had inade progress, and
from the year 1832 we sec a positive advance in med ical iatters in
Canada, especially in Montreal. This city lad been the great objective
point of the American forces in the war of 1812. But a.ter affairs had
quieted down Montreal began to give promise of what it was to become
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later-the centre of Canadiaii commerce and the centre of medicine in
Canada.

The great Lachine canal had been commenced in 1817, by the re-
moval of the first sod by the Hon. J. Richardson, the first president of
the Montreal General Hospital. In the same year the Bank of Mont-
real was opened.

Printing, which was practically nknown in the French régime, is
said to have been introduced into Montreal through the failure of the.
American invasion in 1775. When the news reached Congress of the.
defeat at Quebec, they sent three commissioners' to Montreal to confer
with General .Arnolc. Benjamin Franklin was one of those appointedi.
Ne brought with him from Philadelphia a French printer to establisli
a newspaper in Montreal by. which they hoped to inflience the ninds of
tlie Canadians. Two years before this, printer Fleury Mesplet had trans-
lated and- published in Philadelphia the address of Congress to. the
Canadians. The commissioners' reached Montreal about 29th April,
1776, but they soon found out 'the utter hopelessness of their task.

Franklin left Montreal on the 1lth of Mar. bu-Mesplet, the printer,
remained and established himself as a printer and publisier. fHe -was
the originator of the Montreal Gazelle, which was, in 1778, issued as a
weekly paper calied "La Gazelte de Montréal.' The first few nu rn-
bers were printed in French, later in French, -and in English, and
finallv. in 1795. it appeared as the "lionreal Gazeti.". Acéord-
ing to bis prospectus. we read: "I propose to fill a sheet with -puh-
lick advertisements and other affairs, immediately concerning trade and
commerce, to .which will be added some di versified pieces 6f Literature.
I dare flatter nyself, as I hope, Gentlemen, you will encourage this, :my
iceeble beginning, that you will in a short time sec with satisfaction not
only a great variety of Notices and Advertisenents, but also a collection
of facts both entertaining and instructive. I wili endeavour to procure
a choice collection of the Newest Pieces, and I don't doubt but this will
stir up the genius of many who have renained in a state of inaction, or
could not conmunieate their productions witlout the help of the Press.
I will insert in the above Paper, -or Gazelte, everything thatb one or more
gentlemen will be pleased to communicate' to me, provided always no
mention be made of Religion, Government, or News concerning the pres-
ent affairs, unless I was authorized from Government for so doing, my
intention being only to confine myself in what concerns Advertisements,
Commercial and Literarv affa irs.'

Mesplet and his editor, Jatard, did not however adhere to these re-

400
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solutions, but sent .forth a "scurrilous sheet" called Tant pis, tant
mieuz, ." defaming all the King's officers and trying to throw the colony
into confusion," and adding one more birden: to the already over-
burdened Goverulor Haldimand.

During 'the ,winter. of 1775-6, Mesplet published what is supposed to
be the first book printed in Montreal, "Réglement de la Confréré de
l'adoration Perpétuelle du' Saint Sacrement et 'de la Bonne Mort."

As far as we know' the· first .contribution to -medical literature in
Montreal was a pamphlet brought out in 1786 byR. Jonès, descriptive
of the epidemie which first broke out -at Baie St. Paul. This was fol-
lowed by a.work on the "'Use of Pure Nitrie' in .. hoopiiig-Cough, or
Asthna," by Dr. Thomas Arnoldi-(date unknow). ' 1819. John
Tindall-On observations on the breeding and management of nei
cattle; together with' a description of the diseases te hich they are
liable.-Montreal. • In 1812, Extracts froin a report.ofsthe Massachusetts
Medical 'Society respecting a d isease commonly called. spotfed 'or peLe-
chial fever, which lias witlhin a few years been epidemie in vaiiois parts
of New England.-Montreal.

Mention is also made of a work on physiology. in manuscript, said to
have been stolen from Dr. Wolfred Neson. In 1830, J. F. Perreault
published a work on large and small agricultural pursuits.

Before the conquest a number of manuscripts on general subjects lad
been written and circulated 'among fri ends. Uifortunately, these have
perished. Before clo;sing this -short account of the establishment of
printing in Montreal, mention 'nust he miade of one iwho stood prornin-
ently forth in the publishing world, M. 'Michel Bibaud. Ie was born'
at Côte des Neiges 'in 1782, and lived long enough to, see the rapid de.
velopment of printing in Canada. He wrote many valuable articles on'
the Iistory of the times and lived his life as an honourable and uùseful
citizen.

At this time in Montreal tiere was a noted group of men at the head
of medicine. Amiong some of the best known were: F. C. Arioldi,. D.
Arnoldi, B. -Berthelet, O. 'T. Brneau, W. Caldwell, G. W. Campbell,
J. Crawford, A. Hall, A. F. Holmes, W. Robertson, S. C. Sewéll, J.
Stephenson.

Sone of these men had already been heard of in foreigu parts and
more than one Canad ian thesis had been noticed abroad-tlat of Dr.
Vallée of Montreal, on Cancer, 1826, was thought worthy of discussion
'by the Medical Faculty of Paris.

They were men of brilliant talents who appreciated the value of a
sound medical education, and as such they deserve a' permanent place
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in the medical history of Canada. There isno doubt tid the 1c
standard set by these pioncer medical nmen has influenced medicine a
Montreal, and helped to give it its presnt statuis.

Two of the most important events in its noidical history lad already
taken place in Montreal. The establishnent of the first English hospital
-the Montreal General Hospital-and the irst .medical school-the
Montreal Medical Institution.

The hospital had now been in existence for ten years, and durincr thee
years it gave ample promise of the .ultimate .high position it vas
to occupy not only in Montreal but thrhughôut the whole of Canada
With whbat pride must its little baild of faithful,] workers have watched
its growing use fulness. The first alddlitLion; to the hospitai wàs a, wilng
added in 183.2 in memory of its first President, the Hon. John Riîh'rd
son, as one of MontreaPs oldest and imost respected itîizenS Tt was re-
solved to perpegluate his naie and connection with the hospital by buikl
ing a new addition to be named after h'i Thepublie siséril)ellac
ly, and in September, 1831, the certer steneas id. 'th of

December, 1832, the ieW addition ws ieady for patents With this
new addition the hospital now containei 19 ard 'md 60 beds.

The tablet on the.winge reads as ollows

THE -R1CHARDSONMWING

MONTREAL GENERAL HOSPTI AL
This Building Was Erected

A. D. 1832
'To Comeininorate the Public and Priva te Virtues cf

THE JIONOUIRABLE JOHN RICHARDSON,
A distinguished Merchant of this City, and 'Member of the Exe utive

and Legislative Councils of the-Province,"

lie was lirst President of this Hospital, and a liberal contributor

to its foundation and support.

le was bor t Portsay, North Britain, and died 18lh May 1831

Aged 7G years.

The founding of a medical sclool in Montreal had given: a' great
impetus to the study of medicine. Eacli year the school grew in useful-
ness, but the year 1829 saw a change; it ceased to be an independent
school, and become known utider the name of the Medical Faculty of
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MCGill University. The foundefs 'of the schoo gave up' its identity to
save the Charter of thatUniversity, and it:is i.nterestingl to note that it

was owing to a miedical man that there ivas any Universit, for if it hlad1
not been for the "untiri-ng exertions of Dr. Stephenson, vIo, when others
were indifferent, worked with such energy that he secured Pie bequest of
James McGill for a college, when hisi wili was being alniost successfully'
put, aside by lis: icirs. From that time to the present, it has beei the
leading-Faculty inthe University, making the naine of the University.
known far and vide through the names of its teachers, " conposed as, it.
ahvays has beený of mon. ranking among' llie first .in the profession.
The Medical Faculty has every reason to be proud of the long list of
name of Sits stafl-,:men who set'Lhe 'love of their profession b.foie.4he
gain of muoncy, and it was a common occurrence for thert to help 'out tih'
mcagre income of their Faculty froni their private means.

As Dr. Osier lias expressed it, " faith fuiness in the .day of smaill th ings
may e said to have been the distinguishing feature of the work of the
Faeitlty:in these early days. The lives of the senior embers tauglt us
youngsters the 'lessons of professional responsibility, and tih whole. tone
cf the place was. stimulating and refreshing." Againflhe testimony
of Sir William Dawson, in his address at tlie Sem-Centennial-"Tey.
were able and good lecturers, fit men to mnake the beginning at stich
kind cf vork," and' then he mentions the narnes of Dis. Holnes G'np
bell, Hall, Bruneau and Fraser, etc.

The first session of the Medical Faculty of McG il tok place in the
'winter of '1829-30. ]n the -session of '1830-31 the students of the
Medical School formed therselves into a Medical Society, and..tlis was
the parent of the present fine society that the students noW possess. t
seems strange that during ail these years the students should not bave
had a journal of their own. Sone years ago the matter. was brouglht
before the undergraduate. body and thé advisability of starting a journal
suggested. ' The proposai was enthnsiastically received. Tle late Dr.
James Stewart so approved of the idea that he spoke to the students at
one of their meetings' offering his support to such a scheie. The
first, diploma. was issued by the Medical Faculty in .1833 to B. M.
Logic. It is not on parclment but on ordinary paper, the size of fools-
cap, and written' ia the neat, legible handwriting of Dr.. W. R'obertson.
The diploma was recently presented toe lic'Medical Faculty by the grand-
son of Dr. W. Robertson, the late Angus H{ooper, Esq.

Before the year 1833, fleI Medical Faculty noved from iin first
quarters. No. 20 St. James street, to a larger house in the same street,
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which stood between the .Bank of Montreal and the Cemetery. The
school remained there until the year 1843. The winter course '-asted
from November 2nd sto the first week of April, a term o aboùt si
months. Five lectures per week -were given, and two leétures a week
in the Clinical Course.
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A NARROW ESCAPE .

Dr. Guy Johnson writing privately fron Campas, Sonora, Mexico, to
a surgeon in Montreal, mentions a case in which the patient had a
narrow escape from death. The circumstances are so unusual that we'
venture to note their occurrence in' the words of the letter.

'A man was working with a hand-drill at the bottoni ôf a shaft 120
'feet deep. While working there, the man operating the hoist for a huge
water-bucket weighing about 250 to 300 lbs., left his- work to get a drink.
The bucket went down the shaft and fell on the man at the bottor. It
struck him on the left shoulder and back, but did not brisie Mim. It
forced him down on to his drill, a steel about 1/2 inches in diamneter,
the head of which had been mushroomed to about 2½ inches by constant
hammering. The head of the drill entered in the Episternal notch, ex-
posing the trachea, passing to the left side of the trachea. Forcing the
vessels outwards, it passéd downwards and outward through the pleural
cavity, forcing the'lung down and smashing the fourth rib about four
inches to the left of the spine; then shoving the scapula outward, it came.
out through' bis back.

"The foreman, being a fool, pulled the drill out, but instead of pull-
ing out the pointed end, .e pulled the mushroom head back again.

"I had to ride 25 miles to see him, through some of the roughest
countrv I have ever travelled, and when I got there, the man was not
suffering from shock. Pulse 80, strong and regular. Breathing deep
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and regular, 28. Temperature,' 97.4°- H1Ie had not lost much blood
and there -was no blood froth in his mouth. 1 ra.pidly cleansed and
packed the wounds and had him transported on a stretcher to my houise,
25 miles.« It took 12 hours to carry him in, so I waited a few hours to
let him rest. Then I performed a thoracotomxy, removing about 11/ inch
of the ninth rib and let out about a pint of bloody fluid.

"Next day lie had a dry pleurisy, and since thon lie bas been hav-
ing a temperature of 99'101. There is very little purulent diseharge
fron the original wounds and the lung is eipanding well. To-day is
the seventh day since the accident. His breathing is: rapid, 30 to tie
minute, and painful, due partly to the pleurisy and partly to the tubes
I have in the wounds. His pulse ranges from 80-100. I believe thi
eventually he will pull through."

OBSTETRICS1iN CINA:

Sone nine years ago, Dr. D. J. Evans published imanual of obstti
for students and practitioners "in Messrs.: Lea's series. Tlid book w as
well liked, and in its newer editions is still popular. We have just beon,
favoured by the receipt of a translation of this work in Chinese&by àIry
W. Niles, M.D., of Canton, publislied in Shangliai in 1908. We uist, be
content with recording the occurrence' and congratulating Dr. Evans
upoli the celebrity to whicli his book lias attained. Weare unable to'
Offer an authoritative opinion upon teli accuxacy of the·transhition, but
hasten to -add the. one .item of evidence which we were able to secure.'
Two familiar forms of bandage. are described by the hieroglyphics T
and Y, thougli it does not appear which country can lay claim to priority
of discovery of these usefùl devices. This book will prove quite as use-
ful for English speaking students and practitioners as miany otheis whieh
are specifically' issued for their instruction.

UTERINE CANCER COMMITTEE.

We have received for publication the following appeals to the .,dical
profession and to midwives and nurses respectively, with reference to the
carly recognition of cancer of the womb.

The circumstances which led to the preparation of these appeals are
briefly as follows:-At the Annual Meeting of the British Medical As-
sociation at Exeter in 1907 the Section of Obstetrics and Gynoecology
adopted a resolution requesting the Council of the Association to ap-
point a committec to consider the best means of disseminating know-
ledge of the importance of the early recognition of uterine cancer. That
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committec presented a report .whichwas considerèd add geneially ap-
proved by the same Section of the Annual Mecting of the BriLisi Medi-
cal Association in Sheffileldin 1908.

At its meeting on April 28th, 1909, the Council of the British Medi
cal Association approved for publication the appeals to medical paèti-
tioners, and to mnidwives and nurses, and directed that they should b
communicated to British and colonial medical and nursing jeurnals.

The attention of all Medical Practitioners i, directed to the necessity
of emphasising the 'curability by operation of:uterine cancer in its carly
stages.

The adoption of a more extensive operation by the abdominal routô
has made it possible to' deal successfully with cases hitherto regarded ùs
inoperable, and tô rýmove more of 'the pelvic cellular tissue as wvell as a
portion of the vaginal walls;. it is in these situatidns that recurrenèe is
prone to develop.

Many patients now present themselves for examination and treatmnt
when the disease is considerably advanced, and it is hoped that by a
wide-spreadi and accurate knowledge of the early signs and symptoms
the number of such patients will gradually. diminish.

Special attention is directed to the following:
1. Cancer of the uterus is at first a local disease.
2. Cancer of the uterus is often a curable disease.
3. Operation is the only satisfactory method of treatment.
4. The earlier the disease is recognised thé more hopeful are th

prospects of treatment.
5. The risk of operation in early cases is slight, and the chance of

permanent cure is good.
6. The recognition of early cancer is not usually dilficult, and the

disease should notbe overlooked by the nedical attendant.
7. A medical practitioner who fails to make a physical examination

of a patient exhibiting a-ny of the symptoms of uterine cancer
neurs grave responsibility.

8. Treatment of symptons without a physical examination is un-
justifiable.

9. Early cancerous ulcers should not be treated with caustic; their
appearance becomes masked, and val:able tine is lost.

10. It is an error to wait and observe in orderto arrive at a diag-
nosis.

11. In doubtful cases a diagnosis must and can be inade in a few
days.

12. To examine, to diagnose, and then to treat, should be the rule
in ail cases.
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Symptomatol6gy.

Uterine cancer is at first a painless disease which does not affect the
gexieral nutrition.

The early symptoms of cancer arc: -- Irregular bleeding of any .de-
scription, even if there.be only traces; bleeding' post coitum; and watéry,
blood-tinged discharge. There may be no loss of strength or wasting,
nor any condition to alarm the patient. Pain, wasting, profuse bleeding,
and foul discharge, indicate advanced di~sease.

As the majority of cases occur between the fortieth and fiftieth year,
the symptoms are too often regarded by the patient as due. to "change
of life." The medical attendant should not accept this assumption
until he is satisfied that cancer does not exist.

Bleeding, however slight, occurring after the menopause, should give
rise to suspicion that cancer is present.

Examination.

If a patient with any of the above symptonis comes for advice, a care-
ful visual and bi-manual e'camination must be made before any treat-
ment is recommended.

Should a patient refuse to be examined-and this is exceptional when
the situation is explaincd-the medical attendant should decline any
further responsibility, and no treatment should be advised. The exan-
ination should be made, even if bleeding is present, as valuable time may
be lost by postponenint until the 'hoemorrhage has ceased.

It is most important to observe rigid aseptic precautions in all mani-
pulations.

In the examin'ation, the condition of the vaginal portion of the cervix
and of the cervical canal should be carefully noted.

In the early stages' new growth may be found on the surface of the
vaginal portion of the -cervix, in the lining of the cervical canal, 'or in
the substance of the cervix. Any prominence on the surface of the
vaginal portion or any ulceration, i.e., a definite loss of substance, -shiould
a t once arouse suspicion. A nodule or nodules, hard, inelastic, or irre-
gular in outline, felt in the substance of the cervix, suggest the'presene
of cancer. If the whole cervix be affected, the relative hardness as com-
pared with the soft elastie body is pronounced.

The detection of high-lying cervical cancers and cancers of ·the body
of the uterus is only possible after curettage or' digital exploration.

The signs common to the early stages of cancer of the cervit uteri
are:-
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1) .The definite occurrence of new growth on the surface of the
vaginal portion of the cervix, in the lining of the cervical
canal, or in the substance of thé cervix;

(2) Friability;
(3) Bleeding on manipulation.

(1) The definite occurrence of new growth on the portio vaginalis or
in the cervical canal cannot fail to arouse suspicion. . When, hoivever,
.thickening of one lip or a portion of one lip of the cervix exists, the
nature.of the growth is difficult to determine if the mucous covering be
still intact. It is then neéessary to remove a portion of the affected
.tissue and examine it under the inicroscope.

(2) Friability is a sign of the greatest importance, and may- be tested
.by the .finger nail, curette, uterine sound, or an ordinary long probe..
Degrees of friability exist in early cases, depending upon. tli. amount of
interstiftial tissue contained in thé growth.

3) Tle occurrence of froe bleeding after the slightest manipulation
s when combined with friability, a valuable diagnostic:aid.

Forms of Uterine Cancer.

Vagiñal portion of the cervix.
() Inllrating type.-In this type, one lip, or a portion thereof,

or even the entire vaginal portion of the cervix, is infiltrated
with cancerous growth. Ilceration occurs early from the sur-
face inwards, or necrosis may begin in the centre, and open-
ing on -the surface, lead to the formation of a deep ulcer, with
undetermined edges.

T'he growth is somewhat hard in consistence, but is still
friable if tested with the probe, curette, or finger nail.

2)' Papillormatous or polypoid type. - This includes the so-called
cauliflower excrescence, and is characterised by the growth
from the margin of the os externum of a rounded or flattened
tumour, varying in size, which may or not have a definite
stalk. It has a papillary surface, bleeds readily, and is very
friable. More rarely it resembles a bunch of soft papillomata.
Portions .of the growth, pale red or greyish yellow in colour,
are easily detachable on examination.

<3) Su perficial~flattened type.-This is characterised by a flattened
growth on the vaginal portion which tends to spread over its
surface. It is prone to early ulceration and is freqi.ently seen
clinically as an ulcer. The lip or portion affected is thick-
ened. The ulcer has a sharply defined, raised edge, indented
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at places, yellowish grey, finely granular surface, a modèrate
amount of loss of substance,'and an infiltrated base. It bleeds
readily on touch and the amount of hSmorrhage is entirely
out of proportion to the amount of injury inflicted. The
fmger nail can detach small pieces from its surface.

Cervical Canal.
(1) Superficial type.-The inner surface of the cervical canal is

lined by an.irregular papillary growth which at first attacks
the substance of the cervix superficially. As the growth in-
creases portions, of it may protrude through the external ori-
fice of the cervical canal. When ulceration occurs the super-
ficial portion of the growth is shed, with consequent hollow-
ing out of the "ceivical canal, whilst the remainder of the
periphery of the cervix is more or less thickened by infiltra-
tion. Where the external os uteri is narrow the process may
be hidden or patency of the os uteri may be produced by de-
struction of its margin, whilst in uteri where the os is already
wide-a crater-like cavity is formed.

(2) Infiltraling typ.-The cancerous infiltration proceeds from
the mucous membrane deep into the tissues of the cervix, and
thus the whole cervix becomes thickened and enlarged, or the
enlargement and infiltration inay be limited to one or more
portions of the cervical walls. Necrosis may commence on
the mucous surface, or in the centre of the infiltrated area
and may lead to extensive destruction of the cervical tissues.

Piobably the majority of cancer cases which are overlooked are e
amples of disease affecting the lining of the cervical canal or the tissues
of the wall of the cervix.

Cancer beginning in the cervical canal is not difflcult to detect where
the os uteri is dilated as in 'many multipar. The finger passed into
the cervical canal feels irregular elevations or nodules from which por-
tions may be removed. Free hLemorrhage follows this manipulation.
Difficulty arises where the os uteri is not dilated and the disease is
hidden. A sound carefully passed into the cervical canal may give the
impression of impinging on an irregular nodular surface, or friable
tissue may be removed by the curette. Free hemorrhage following such
manipulations is a suspicious sign. Thickening and hardening of the
cervix may be detected by a rectal examination, which is most helpful
in detecting cancerous nodules in the cervical walls, and should always
be made in such cases.

Body of the Uterus.
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If th vaginal portioù of the cervix, the cervical canal and the
cervical walls have been proved to be froc froin disease atten-
tion must be directéd to the body of the uterus. The uterus
May not be enlarged, although a cancerous growth' etists in,
its interior. Usually, however, 'there is sorme increase in size,
vhich in advanced cases may be 'considerable.

Microscopical Intvesti alion

In doubtful cases, if there be a suspicious bard odule, or rosion, or
ulcer on the external os uteri a piece including a boundary of healthy
tissue should be excised.

The vulva and vagina having been thoroughly cleansed, the posterior
vaginal wall should be, retracted by "Means of a speculum, arid the cervix
pulled slightly downwards with a volsellum. A wedge-shaped piece, the
size of a pea or bean, including a margin of heaiky tissue should be
excised with a sharp knife.

The bleeding which follows this little operation should be stilled by
'the insertion of one or two sutures, or by firm tamponade with a strip
of gauze. An anSsthetic is not essential. The patient should lie kept
in bed for 24 hours.

The tissue removed should be transferred to a small stoppered bottle
illed with absolute alcohol or methylated spirit, and forwarded without

'delay to an expert in uterine pathology.
Where the cancer originates in the body of the uterus or in the cer-

vical canal, it is frequently possible, by using the curette, to obtain a,
sufBcient amount of tissue for examination without the aid of anSs-
theties. If this cannot be done, it may be necessary under an aniathetic
to curette 'the whole interior:of the uterus and cervix, special attention
being paid to the region of the tubal orifices. Ail fragments should be
collected, including those which may have been wash.ed out. The douche,
if emnployed, should consist of sterilised water or 'a weak solution of
corrosive sublimate (1 in 10,000). as carbolie acid. and lysol interfere
with the staining of the cells.

The fragments should be transferred to a stoppered bottle fllled with
aDsolute, alcohol or methylated spirit.

If the expert's report is favourable the patient will be reassured, il
Unfavourable immediate operation is imperative.

The Operation.

The question of operation is béest decided by the operator, wbr mray
relquire o examine under an:sthesia.
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To Recapitulate.

(1.) Attend to all symptoms suspicio of cancerand ins e
patient on their importance;

ail ces of bleeding
(2.) Eamine' innediately all casesrob d ano

charge;
(3.) Make a .definite diagnosis and do not wait for the disease W

develop;
(4.) Urge inmediate operation if the diagnosis is established
The practitioner' who diagnoses cancer in an early stage, when oper a-

tion offers a probability of cure, renders a service to his patient s g t
as that rendered ,b the operator.

AN APPEAL TO MIDWIVES AND NURSES iN ORDER TO JROMOTE THE
EAntY RECOGNITIoN OF CANCER IN THE WoMn.

Cancer of the Womb is a very comnion and fatal disease in wome."
but it can be cured by operation iwhen it is recognised early. A ïvoman
sometimes tells a nurse or midwife lier ailments before she speaks to -
doctor, and the nurse or niidwife has then an opportunity of aiding our
crusade against this terrible disease.

Cancer may occur at any age, and in a woman who looks quite well
and who inay have no pain, no wasting, no foui discarge and no pro-
fuse bleeding.

To wait for pain, wasting, foul discharge, or profuse bleeding is to
throw away the chance of successful treatment.

The early signs of Cancer of the Womb are:-
1. Bleeding, which occurs after the change of life.
2. Bleeding after sexual intercourse, or after a vagina douche.
3. Bleeding, slight or abundant, even in young women, if occurring

between the usual monthly periods, and especially ivhen ac-
companied by a bad-smelling or watery blood-tinged dis-
charge.

4. Thin watery discharge occurring at any age.
'The nurse or -midwife who is told by a patient that she lias any of

these symptoms should insist upon lier seeing a medical practitioner in:
order that an examination may be made without delay. By doing so
she will often hielp to save a valuable life, and will bring creditto her-..:
self and to lier calling.
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DRUoS AND THE DRUo A11AI1T. y- IARItINàTON SAi NsBURY, M.D.,
F.R.C.P." consulting' physician to the City of. Lndon Hospital for
Diseases of the Chest. Meßmen an.d Co., 36 Essex Street, London,
W.C. Price 7Q. 6à. net.

This liandsome volume was published by Messrs.. Methuen on May
13th, as one of "The New Library of Medicine," edited by C. W.
Saleeby, M.D. It looks and feels like a book,:and: notlike a mass.:of
paper and covers. It contains a great deal of miscellaneous writing,
and many literary allusions, and figures of rhetorie wlich only the
learned vil] understand It is more philosophical and suggnstive than'
informative, though it is not wanting in keen observation of whicli the
following is an example: "The drug store is fast losing the dignity of
the workshop, and is in rapid process of beeoming the mere vendor's
booth or hu.ekster's stall."

The volume opens with a summary of the history of medicine which
gives in 42 pages as compact and lucid an" account as we have seen. The'
objective of drugs 'and the rational and psychic basis of tlieir employ-
ment occupy three chapters. In "Ildeation in its relation to treat-
ment," and in " The Therapeuties of Pain," Dr. Sainsbury is profound
withoiit being obscure. The cliapters on Habit, Control and Cure are
marked by'observation and reflection which ultimately becorne converted
into wisdom in the mind of 'a wise- man. Books of this quality, which.
are written by a man and not by a machine, do -something to bring
medicine back into life where it belongs.

OPERATIVE NURSING AND TECiiNIQUE. By CHARLEs P. CHILDE, B.A.,
F.R.C.S., Eng. London: Baillière,' Tindall and Cox, 1909. 3s.
6d. net.

This little book upon nursing is dedicated to the sisters and nurses
of the Royal Portsmouth Hospital in the hope that it nay be of assist-
ance to them in their surgical work-a hope which we believe will have-
its fulflment. There are nine full page plates in the book and over 200
pages of text. The reproduction as frontispiece of the " theatre sister
prepared for operating" might well pass for "the woman with the

eil." lIt is in marked contrast, however, with the plates which illustrate
the lithotomy position and the exaggerated lithotomy position. There
seems to be a resemblaice of features in the "surgeon prepared for
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operation," and the patient who is intended to illustrate the Trendelen-
burg position. It is impossible, iowever,- to identify the subjects selected
to illustrate the two positions first' nentioned. Figure 9, whicli shows
the theatre nurse lifting cotton wool from a covered sterilized tin, is an
alluring picture but does not add' inuch to the informative vale of the
book. Possibly the book would have been equally valuable if al t se
pictures had been onitted.

ATLAS AND EIToME 0F OPr TRATcof.OY By PRóFESSOR O n

of Zurich. Edited ly G. E. DeSMhweini \. .D. Phil
delphia and London: W. B. Saunders & Co., 1909. Canadian
Agents: J. A. Carveth & Co., Ltd.. Priée, Cloth, $3 net.

ATLAS OF T[E EXTERNAT, DISEASES oF TITE Fys. Including a brief
Treatise on the Pathology. and Treatinent by ]'ROFESSOR O. UAAB,
of Zurich. Authorized Translation. cdited by G.'E. DeSchweinitz,
A.M., M.]. Pliladelpiia and london : W. B. Sâundlers & Co.,'1909.
Canadian Agents: J. A.. Carveth & Co., Ltd. Price, Cloth, $3 net.

We are under a. debt of gratitude-to.Dr DeSchweinitz for his trans-
lation of these two admirable · works by ' Trofessor Hlaah. of Zurich.
Former editions of these two books have been already reviewed in this
journal ai it' is hardly necessary to add any. nore to what lias been
already written. The new ed itiôn lias' kept pace' with the scientific ad-
vance of Ophthalnology. The notes' on the Pathology and Treatment
of the External Diseases cf the Eye are valuable as being the restilt of
vears of close observation and study on the part of the talented author.
TChese books cannot be too highly recômin(ded, both to the student and.
to the practitioner. The beautiful diagrams impress the facts on one's
mind almost if not quite as clearly as would the observation of the actual
cases in the clinie. Both works as their titles imply are profusely illus-
trated. The illustrations -are of a high order ai e coedingly true to'
nature. .W.

KEEN'S SURGERY, Vol. 4. W. B. Saunders & Company, Philadelpliia,
1909.

The fourth volume of K'een's Surgery contains articles upon 17 differ-
ent subjects and embraces 1160 pages. As usual the' contributions are of
rather uneven merit. The claim that the work is of international char-

acter is not well substantiated in this volume inasmuch as no article is

by other than an American author.
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The first chapter is on Hernia arid is written by Coley of New York.
It is a valuable chapter representing the results of an enormous personal
experience. He agrees with Russell of Melbourne, that all the inguinal
and many of the femoral hernia occur into a perforated sac. In treat-
vient he advocates warmly the Bassini operation for the inguinal variety.
Hie is against local anosthesia except in cases in which a general ans-
thetic is dangerous. The illustrations, most of them original, by Fry,
are excellent and a good bibliography is appended.

The lesions of the rectum and anus are taken up by Abbe, of New York.
At some points the chapter shows evidence of hasty writing, as indeed
do many of the other 'articles written by busy "authorities." There is an
inadequate description of metostases in rectal cancer and likewise of its
operative treatment.

Edsall writes a chapter upon the examination of urine in relation to
surgical measures. It is valuable, authoritative and scholarly. The chap-
ler on the kidney, ureter and adrenal glands is written by Ransohoff of
Cincinnati. Unlike most of the modems lie believes in the segregator
for routine practice. He supports Tuffier's. conservative position with
regard to nephropexy; he is most conservative with regard to Edebohl's
decapsulation operation; he gives an insufficient discussion on the path-

ological site of malignant tumours of the kidney, but as a whole the
article is very well 'written and one is pl.eased to find the evidence of wide
reading and proper digestion of the literature. Branchford Lewis of St.
Louis writes upon the bladder. What he says is decidedly better than
how he says it. Cystoscopy and uretero-caitheterizatim are naturally well
dlescribed, c.oming fron such an authority as Lewie. The article on stone
in the bladder is from the pen of A. T. Cabot of Boston; he advocates
the litholapaxy as an operation of choice-Bigelow and Boston! He does
not describe at all the perineal operation for stone.

Perhaps the best chapter in the book is that by Hugh Young of Balti-
more, on the prostate, and one is pleased to see that he gives proper
'credit to the work of the French school, particularly Proust and Alber-
rau. Among nuch that is original one notes particularly the advice,
based ypon personal experience, to treat persistent retro-urethral fistulu
by the addition of suprapubic 'drainage to the plastie operation. It is
pleasant to find in a textbook such a piece of 'justifiable polemies as that
in which Young gives the credit of priority in suprapubic prostatectomy
to Fuller and disposes in one concise and cutting paragraph of the so-
called " discoveries " of Freyer. It is not only that the chapter is full
of the evidence of a large first lialf-knowledge but also that it is written
in really good English-this is what pleases.
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The chlapter on lesions of the penis and urethra is written by Horwitz
of Philadelphia: that on the sérotum testicle, cord and vesicles by Bevan
of Ohicago. The section on the surgery of the intestines -was written by
van Hook and Kanaval of Chicago. Here especially perhaps does one
see the disadvantage of compressing so much into one volume. For in-
stance the disorders of circulation in the. mesenteric vessels, intestinal ob-
struction, congenital dilatation of the colon, are all given but scant space,
the Lwo last occupy a page and a half between them. It is, however, in-
-adequate for a work of this size.

J. B. Murphy writes upon the appendix. Anything that lie writes of
course commands attention, and this is in many respects an able article.
Bis views upon the general treatment of peritonitis are well known and
are here well set forth. The articles upon the ear by Dench of New York,
and upon the eye by DeSchweinitz are both excellent. There follow some-
what long chapters, relatively speaking, upon . military surgery by
O'Reilly, naval. surgery by Rixey (an excellent and well illistrated chap-
ter), on surgery in the tropies by McCaw, and on the influence 6f, race,
age and sex in surgical affections by Rodnan of Philadelphia.

As a rule the volume is not so good as some -of its predecessors, but
nevertheless contains a vast deal of useful information.

E. W. A.

MAfEDICA L REPORTS 0F TE ENTRAT Lox Do THroAT AND EAn Hos-
'1TAL, Vol. 1, 1909. .London, England: Adlard and Son.

Under this title a. small'.volume bas been received for review. Warm
praise mnust be bestowed on the editors for bringing forward much valu-
able material in a compact and interesting form. In a large special
clinic there are always many cases .which although perhaps not worthy of
individual publication form very instructive reading if edited by a com-
petent critie.

In hie first two articles, Dr. J. Dundas Grant has been the most for-
tunate, both as to the forni of bis contributions and the interest of the
subjects discussed. In the first article lie discusses the 'question of retain-
ing the matrix in operations for cholesteatoma of the middle ear and the
matter is clearly set forth and illustrated by case reports. We regret to
find no mention of Prof. Siebenmann, of Basel, who is the originator of
this method. Siebenmann bas pointed out that the danger of cholestea-
toma is not due to any invasive character of the natrix; but to retention
and increased pressure in a cholesteatomatous cavity. When the cavity
is freely exposed and kept clean and dry.the matrix assumes a form which
makes it an ideal lining for the cavity.
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Dr. Grânit's second article deals with the'question of ligation of the in-
ternal jugular vèih in dealing with cases of lateral sinus thrombosis. He
opposes'ligation and reports three casés of recovery where no ligation was
carried ôut. While the surgeon is to be congratulated on the result it
lacks value from-his failure to state whether other cases were operated
on unsuccessfully by this method during the ten- years covered by the
case reports, or to give bis results by other methods. The high mortality
of laternal sinus thrombosis is too well known to require comment. The'
best results of a series so far published are those of Alexander of Vienna,
who got 78 per cent. cures in a series of 32 cases, following the method
of ligation in all cases.

A great deal of interesting material is reviewed by other contributors,
together with brief summaries of their indications for various fornis of
operative interference, their inethods and results. Our attention. was
attracted by the report of a case of adenoid tuberculosis by Dr. Aber-
crombie. -is.assumption that the condition is a very rare one is quite
nwarranted. The reviewer had an opportunity two ycars ago of report-
ng a series of such cases from Dr. Birkett's clinic at the Royal Victoria

Hospital and found at that time a very extensive literature upon the sub-
ject. Nager also recently reported a series of similar cases from Sieben-'
mann's clinic at Basel.

Dr. Dan McKenzie reports some interesting observations made with a
view of determining if possible the relation of artificial feecling and the
use of the rubber " dummy " or " comfort " in infants to the develop-
nient of adenoids and.high vaulted palates. His results tend to minimise
the importance of these factors as far as the question at issue is con-
cerned though the practice is strongly condemned. The interesting ques-
Ûion of the relation of adenoids to vaulted palate is not discussed. Dr.
Wyatt Wingrave reports .a mass of very interesting pathological material,
including a series of brain abscesses of otitie origin. The bacteriological
examinations of thé ear' andnasal sinus discharges have been the subject
of a gréat deal of painstaking investigation which deserves warin praise.

We hope to sce the, appearance of further volumes to carry on the. good
work started 'by Vol 1.

E. HW.

A MANUAL rOF SURGERY. By ROSE AND CARLEsS. Baillière,.Tindall and
Cox, 8 Henrietta Street, Tondon, W.C. J. A. Carveth' & 'Co., To-
ronto. ý Seventh edition. 554 illustrations. ·1908.

The appearance of a seventh edition of this popular work so soon after

417
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the last edition speaks for itself. This book appeals especially. to stu-
dents, as there is no other textbook that covers the subject of surgery so
thoroughly in one small volume. The reference to 'the practical applica-
tion of Sir Almroth Wright's brilliant work: on opsonins is hardly as.
full as one would wish. Its use in the treatment of boils is not mentioned,
except a general comment on the benefit which may follow its application
to conditions associated with staphylococci.- In the chapter on tubercu-
losis one would expect that more than a few lines would be'devoted to the
v:ses of Koch's T. R. 't&berculin, in' view of its: wide application at the
present time. Beck's paste in the treatment of tubercular abscess is not
nentioned. The classification oftumours is concise -and easily appre-

ciated. In the chapter on fracture the authors favouid more frequent op-
eration in the treatment of certain simple fracturesof the shaft of long
bones.· The early use of a plaster of Paris splinit -i the treatment of
intracapsular fracture is not referýed to. , Thé chapter on abdominal
surgery is very well written. The bookisa demy 8v. of 1376 pages, with
good type, well :indexed and illustrated. It deservedly merits the con-
tinued approval of general practitiofiers and students.

J.A. H.

MIND AŽND lTs DISoRDERs.: · By W. Il. B. STODDART, M.D., F.R.C.P.

(" Lewis's Pr,ctical Series II), T. K. Lewis, London, Englani
1908.

If the volume before us had been styled a reference handbook for the
general practitioner instead of a text-book for-studcentb it would have been
more suitable. As the former it is well worthy of perusal, and forms a
valuable work of reference, presenting, as it does, several features lack-
ing in Most of the standard works on mental diseases; as the latter it is,
in our opinion, too much involved for the ordinary working student un-
less -one who has made up his mind to devote himself to the specialty.

*Generally speaking the author has adopted the classification of Krac-
pelin, and the chapter on dementia praecox presents as good a picture of
this multiformn and much debated disorder as we have yet seen. The two
chapters devoted to the toxic insanities are also deserving of special praise
as stating the clinical, mental features resulting from the abuse of alcohol,
mtorphine, etc.,', in' a brief yet very clear manner. Paranoia we should
have preferred to sec treated at greater length.to' the exclusion of neur-
asthenia and hysteria, which the majority would dispute as being pro-
perly included under the head of mental diseases.

The sectiou on "some of the diseases to whichthe insane are specially
liable" is a noteworthy feature, and one that might well be imitated,
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and at greater length, ,by other writers on insanity. The book closes with
an excellent résumé of the lunacy laws relating to private and public
asylums in Great Britain, to which is appended copies of the various
forms used in:the commitment of lunatics. Were the text-books used by
ourhome graduates similarly supplied it would be a great boon to those
in charge of hospitals for the insane, that is, provided the said graduates
would carefully study and apply the information. furnished them.

Throughout, the volume is well gotten up, well illustrated, and has
nany features of intërest that make it worthy of studious perusal by all

tiose interested in psychiatry.
T. J. W. B3.

MEDICAL FACUTTY, McGILL UNIVERSITY.

Following is the list of names of students, 71 in num ber, who have
completed the course for the dcgree of Doctor of Medicine in the Medical
Faculty of McGill University. In addition to the primary subjects they
have passed a satisfactory examination, both written and oral, in the
following subjects:-Principles and practice of surgery, theory and prac-
tice of medicine, obstetries and diseases of women and children, phar-
nacology and therapeuties, medical jurisprudence, practical aàd general

pathology, bacteriology and hygiene, mental diseases, and also clinical
examinations in inedicine, surgery, obstetrics, gynocology and ophthal-
mologyand otology, conducted at the bedside in the hospitals:-

Archibald, D. W., North Sydney, C.B.; Atkinson, P. McL.,
Albert, N.B.; Auld, F. M., 'B.A., •Covehead, P.El,. .; Bailey,
C. V., New Glasgow, N.S.; Ballon, D. IL., B.A., Montreal, Que.;
Benoit, H. W., Ottawa, Ont.; Bramley Moore, A., London, Eng.;
Bugbee, R. G., Ph.B., North Attleboro,. Mass.; Cameron, J. R., Char-
lottetown, P.E.I.; Carney, M. J., 'Halifax, N.S.; Carrington, E. A. S.,
M.D., Barbadoes, B.W.I.; Churchill, L. P., Dartmouth, N.S.; Clarke, J.

', Nelson, B.C.; Cody, H-. C., Centreville, N.B.; Conn, L. C., St. Cath-
armes, Ont.; Cotton, T. F., B.A., Cowansville, Que.; Cox, C. G., Hull,
Que.; Oraig, D. 'A., Kemptville, Ont.; Craig, H M., Kenmore, .Ont.;
Cron, Chas., Harbor Grace, Nfld.; Cross, C. E., B.A., Montreal, Que.;
Curry, W. A., B.A., Halifax N.S.; D'Avignon, F. J., Au Sable F?/ks,
N.Y.; Davis, D. W., Brockville, Ont.; DeWitt, C. E. A., B.A., Wolfviyih
N.S.; Donahue, H. F., Leominster, Mass.; Dorsey, J. W:, Charlottetown,
P.E..; Drury, W. H., Barrie, Ont.; Dunlop, F. T., St. John N.B.; Ew-
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ing, W. T., Montreal, Que.; Faire; J. , Montreal, Que.; 'oster, L. S.,
Piovidence, R.I; Fraser, M. J., Stratford, Ont.; Funk, E. H., Rossland,
B.C.; Gillis, J. J., B.A., Miscouche, P.E.L ; Greenleese, J. C., Ottawia,
Ont.; Hale, G. C.,'iondon, Ont.; Hand, W. T., Montreal, .Que.; Johnson,
A. L., B.A., Halifax, N.S.'; Kelly, C. M:, B.A., Fredericton, N.B.; Lan-
nin, J. C. J., South Mountain, Ont.; Lawrence,, W. A., Lisbon, N.Y.;
Lawson,.G. C., Charlottetown, P.E.L;' Leys, W. M., Brantford, Ont.;
Lindsay, L. M., Montreal, 'Que.; Maclean, C. G. G., Victoria, B.C,;
MeBride, W. P., Central Bedeque, P.E.I.; McCallum, J. S., Smith's
Falls, Ont.; McEwen,' S. C., Vancouver, B.C.; Manning, G. M., Bar-
badoes, B.W.I.; Miller, R. L., Montreal, Que.; Murray, J. M., Marmora,
Ont.; Ower, J. J., B.A., Smith's Falls, Ont.; Palmer, J. E., B.A., Hamp-
ton, N.B.; Paterson, J. H., Almonte, Ont.; Patton, W. D., Vancouver,
B.C.; Read, E. S., B.A., St. Felix de Valois, Que.; Richardson, R. W.,
Lisbon, N.H.; Scott, J.' B., Hull, Que.; Sharpe, 0. E., Jamaica, B.W.I.;
Stewart, Alex., Ormond, Ont.; Smith, B. S., Boston, Mass.; Sparks, J.
J., St. John's,' Nfld.; Tannenbaum, D., Montreal, Que.; Taylor, T H.,
Cuiberland Mills, Que.; Thorson, J. O., Montreal, Que.; Turnbull, F.
M., Bear River. N.S; Underhil, T. B., Weyburn, Sask.; Walsh, J, J.i
Woburn, Mass.; Walsh,' J. P., 13.A., Quebc, Que.; WVorley, E. G., Haley s
'Station, Ont.

The following is the prize and honour list of the fourth year:
Holmes' gold medal for higlhest aggregate.in ail subjects foring 'the

n:edical curriculum:-E. H. Funk, Rossland, B.C.
Final prize, for highest aggregate in the fourth ycar subjects-L C

Conn, St. Catharines, Ont.
Wood gold medal, for best examination in all the clinical branches-

R. G. Bugbee, Ph.B., North Attleboro, Mass. "

Woodruff gold medal, for best special examination in ophthalmology
and oto-laryngology-E. H. Funk, Rossland, B.C.

McGill Medical Society, senior prize--L. S. Foster, Providence, RL
Honours in aggregate of all'subjects-1, L. C. Conn; 2, E. H. Funk;'

3, W. A. Curry, B.A.
Following is the prize and honour list of the third year
Third year prizeman-Sidney B. Peele, New Westminster, B.C.
Sutherland medallist-J. H. Allingham, B.A., St. John, N.B.
Joseph Hills prize-J. R. Fraser, Lakefield,'Ont.
Morley Drake prize--T. A. Robinson, St. Marys, Ont.
Hlonours in aggregate of all subjects-1,. Peele, Sidney B.; 2, Robin-

son, T. A.; 3, Fraser, J. R.; 4, Park, J. E.; 5, Macaulay, A. E.; 6, Wil-
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son, G. T. B.A: 7 Clarke, T. L. E. 8, Hepburn, W.. G.·;- 9, Macmil-
an, i.

The following students, 78 in nuniber, have passed in ail the subjects
cif the th.ird Myea viz. Pharmacology and therapeutics, pathology,
]iygiene,. niedical jurisprudence, clinical nedicine, clinical surgery, ob-
stetries -and bactériology: Allen, K. W.; Allingham, J. H., B.A.; An-
43erson, W. 'M.; Archibald, Iï.: W.; Ballon, D. H., B.A.; Barnhill, H. B.;
Bauld, W. A. G., BA.; Benner, F. A.; Black, V. E, :Booth, G. E.;
Boudreau, F. G.; Bourne, Wesley; Bi-own, D M.; Burton, W. E.;, Cam-
eron, J. R.; Carruthers, R. S. 'P. ChampionB.11.; Chisholm, H. G.;
Clarke, T. L. E.; Crease A. I Cross, C. E., B.A. Dakin, W. A., M.A.;
Dunnet;,H. 'W.; Elliott, R. 3A. Ewert, Carl, B.A.; "Fraser, J. R.;
Fraser, M.; Froome L. J. Gallaglir, J. B.A.; Grave, C.A
lawkins, A. B.; H-Iepburn B. H Hepburn W G Herbert A T. .

Nicks, E R., B.A.; Hutchison,- G. W.; Keay, Arnoldis Lavers,P. L.;
Leys, .W. M.; Lindsay,, L. M.; Lockwood, S. L.; Logie, H.B, ~B.A.
Macaulay, A. E.; Mackintosh, A. E.; Macmillan, H.; Macmîillan, S
MacPhee, J. A., B.A.; McAlister, W. J.; McBurney, A., Bl.; Mc
Cracken, W. A.; McEacharn, M. T.; McNaughton, M. W.; Malcolim, R.
B.; Manning, G. M.; Marchant, H. B.; Moodie, A. R.; Mundie,. G. M.
B.A.; Murray, M. J.; O'Callagban, R. H. L.; Ower, J. J., B.A.; Parke,
J. E.; Paterson, J., H.; Peabody, H. S.; Peele, Sidney B.; Piper, J. O ,
B.A.; Reed, E. H.; Robinson, T. A.; Scott, J. B.; Shillington, R. N. W.
Sihler, G. A., jr.'; Sinclair, F. D., B.A.; Stewart, A.; Strudwick, H. T.';
Thomson, J. O.; Underhill,· T. B.:; Walker, E. E. W.; Wallace, I.
Wilson, G. T., B.A.

Following is the prize and honour list of the second year
Second year prizeman- F. H. MacKay, Mount Stewart, P.E.I.
Senior anatomy prize-F. H. MacKay, Mount Stewart, P.E..
Honours in aggregate of all subjects-1, F. "H. MacKay; 2, D S.

Lewis, M.Sc.; 3, H. C. Steeves, B.A.; 4, A. B. Walter; 5, Paul Ewert
'B.A.

The following students, 30 in number; have passed in all the subjects
if tie second year, comprising Pharmacy, Histology, Anatomy, -Phy-

siology, Biological Chemistry and Organic' Chemistry: Beck, S. G.;
B'ourne, C. R.; Davies, A. 'P.; Derby, L.' L.; Derome, H. R., B.A..;
Diaper, F. E.; Ewert, Paul, B.A.; Freeze, D. F. D.; Harrison, John;
Hebert, A. J.; Houle, L. G.,; Lewis, D. S., M.Sc.; MacDonald, D. .;
MacHaffle, L. P.; MacKay, 'F. HT-.; Macleod, J. S.; Malone, R. H.; OuI-
ton, J. R., B.A.; Planche, H. H.; Rosenbaum, J. J.; Steeves, H.' C.,
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B.A.; Stewart, J. W.; Stone, W. R; Suiherland T. W Swai F. S
B.A.; Walcott, E. J. O'N.; Walter, A. .; Webster A. "

Following is the prize and honour list of the first year.
First Year Prizeman-H. W. Wade, Millis,'Mass U.S.
Junior Anatomy Prize-+A L.Jones, ictoiaR.
Honours in aggregate of all subjects-1, Wade, H. W. 2, Robson, C.

H.; 3, Nase, Philip; 4, Morris, W. G.; 5, Smith,J.A.;6, Philli's,. G.;
7. Wail, J. T.; 8, Crowdy, C T.; 9, Purdy, W T 10, G weWf O.
11,. Stewart, R., C.; 12, Meeker, J. E.


